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The dark core of personality

Abstract

Many negatively connoted personality traits (often termed “dark traits”) have been introduced to account for ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. Herein, we provide a unifying, comprehensive theoretical framework for understanding dark personality in terms of a general dispositional tendency of which dark traits arise as specific manifestations. That is, we theoretically specify the common core of dark traits, which we call the Dark Factor of Personality \((D)\). The fluid concept of \(D\) captures individual differences in the tendency to maximize one's individual utility—disregarding, accepting, or malevolently provoking disutility for others—, accompanied by beliefs that serve as justifications. To critically test \(D\), we unify and extend prior work methodologically and empirically by considering a large number of dark traits simultaneously, using statistical approaches tailored to capture both the common core and the unique content of dark traits, and testing the predictive validity of both \(D\) and the unique content of dark traits with respect to diverse criteria including fully consequential and incentive-compatible behavior. In a series of four studies \((N > 2,500)\), we provide evidence in support of the theoretical conceptualization of \(D\), show that dark traits can be understood as specific manifestations of \(D\), demonstrate that \(D\) predicts a multitude of criteria in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior, and illustrate that \(D\) does not depend on any particular indicator variable included.

**Keywords:** D factor; dark traits; dark triad; Big Five; HEXACO
The dark core of personality

Ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior is part of everyday life and instances of ruthless, selfish, unscrupulous, or even downright evil behavior can easily be found across history and cultures. Indeed, both our cultural inheritance (e.g., Gāo Qiú, Vlad the Impaler) and examples of peoples’ daily behavior (e.g., corruption, denunciation, white lies in relationships) regularly involve some acts of misconduct. Correspondingly, researchers from various disciplines within and beyond psychology have aimed to describe, explain, and predict such negatively connoted activities that often endanger positive social interactions and thus the very fabric of functioning societies at large. From the viewpoint of psychology, and personality psychology in particular, research has long centered around stable traits that are linked to ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior—consider Adorno’s work on Right-Wing Authoritarianism (e.g., Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950) or Eysenck’s work on Psychoticism (e.g., Eysenck & Eysenck, 1976) to name early seminal examples.

Today, many researchers use the umbrella term “dark traits” to subsume subclinical personality traits that are linked to ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. Research on dark traits has seen an upsurge of interest recently, as reflected, for instance, in several special issues devoted to dark traits, including outlets typical for personality research (e.g., Miller & Lynam, 2015; Veselka & Vernon, 2014) as well as those typical for applied psychology (Schyns, 2015). Moreover, dark traits have become increasingly prominent concepts in related fields beyond psychology, such as criminology (e.g., Flexon, Meldrum, Young, & Lehmann, 2016) or behavioral economics (e.g., Zhang & Ortmann, 2016). Among other things, high levels in dark traits have been associated with more selfish or unfair decisions in economic and social dilemma paradigms (Seuntjens, Zeelenberg, van de Ven, & Breugelmans, 2015), with counterproductive work behavior (O’Boyle, Forsyth, Banks, & McDaniel, 2012), with instrumental and reactive violence (Blais, Solodukhin, & Forth, 2014),
and with sadistic behavior (Buckels, Jones, & Paulhus, 2013), illustrating the relevance of dark traits for a diverse set of behaviors.

Whereas an increasing number of allegedly different and increasingly narrow dark traits have been introduced (recent examples are, for instance, Sadism, O’Meara, Davies, & Hammond, 2011; or Spitefulness, Marcus, Zeigler-Hill, Mercer, & Norris, 2014), different dark traits are, by definition, necessarily related. Indeed, for any construct to be considered a dark trait it will necessarily reflect some undesirable or problematic tendencies. Correspondingly, both theorizing (e.g., Marcus & Zeigler-Hill, 2015; Paulhus, 2014) and empirical findings revealing considerable overlap across dark traits (e.g., Book et al., 2016; Jones & Figueredo, 2013; O’Boyle et al., 2012) are aligned with the notion that the very basis—and thus common core—of dark traits is a general tendency towards ethically, morally, and/or socially questionable behavior. Herein, we present a theory of this broad, general tendency and thus the content, magnitude, and relevance of the common basis of dark traits, that is, their common core.

Specifically, we present a theoretical conceptualization of a general dispositional tendency underlying different dark traits, which we consider to represent a fluid construct and which we call the Dark Factor of Personality or simply D. Across four studies we then test our conceptualization of D by investigating the commonalities of several dark traits, by exploring the degree to which these dark traits are subsumed in D and comprise psychologically meaningful characteristics beyond D, and by linking D, the dark traits, and the remaining characteristics of each of the dark traits beyond D to criteria in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior, including “actual behavior” (Baumeister, Vohs, & Funder, 2007; King, 2010). Finally, we test our conceptualization of D as a fluid construct using a simulation approach. Taken together, we thus provide—and critically test—a theoretical framework for understanding dark personality as a whole.

The Dark Factor of Personality
The theoretical idea purported herein is straightforward. We propose that dark traits are specific manifestations of a general, basic dispositional behavioral tendency, which we call the Dark Factor of Personality. Specifically, we conceptualize D as the general tendency to maximize one's individual utility—disregarding, accepting, or malevolently provoking disutility for others—, accompanied by beliefs that serve as justifications. Correspondingly, D encompasses the following main aspects.

First, individuals with high levels in D will generally aim to maximize their individual utility at the cost of others. Here, utility is used in the broad sense as a “measure of extent of goal achievement” (Baron, 2008, p. 233), so that one’s individual utility can take the form of visible gains such as a higher status or higher monetary payoffs, but also less tangible ones such as feelings of power, superiority, pleasure, or joy. Crucial for this aspect is that utility maximization is sought despite running contrary to the interest of others or even for the sake of such negative externalities. As such, D refers specifically to those instances of utility maximization that are potentially harmful to others. By contrast, utility-maximizing behaviors that are unlikely to impose costs on others and that would generally be considered to reflect normal psychological functioning—such as doing sports to improve one’s health, engaging in consensual sex, or recreational activities—are beyond the scope of D. Note also that utility maximization does not necessarily have to take the form of actively performing some kind of behavior that (directly or indirectly) incurs costs for others, but may come in the form of refraining from behavior that may benefit others at some personal cost (e.g., not warning someone). However, the idea of utility maximization does not necessarily imply that individuals high in D will never behave cooperatively. For example, one may think of a situation in which an individual high in D strategically chooses to cooperate (thus foregoing some immediate gain) rather than defect in a social dilemma situation (Kollock, 1998), e.g., to build a certain reputation (e.g., Cooper, DeJong, Forsythe, & Ross, 1996; Moshagen, Hilbig, & Musch, 2011) or to avoid sanctions (e.g., Fehr & Gächter, 2000; Hilbig, Zettler, &
Heydasch, 2012). Hence, the core idea here is that individuals high in D seek to maximize their own utility whenever it subjectively outweighs their own disutility.

Further, in seeking to maximize their own utility, individuals with high levels in D will generally disregard, accept, or malevolently provoke disutility for others.  

Corresponding to the use of the term utility, disutility is also understood in a broad sense, representing anything that does not foster or that directly prevents others’ goal achievement. One may think of physical (e.g., hurting others), psychological (e.g., cheating on someone), or financial (e.g., exploiting others in negotiations) disutilities for others, including societies at large (e.g., tax fraud). Vice versa, individuals high in D will generally not be motivated to increase the utility of others (e.g., helping others in need) without benefiting themselves and, more generally, will not derive utility for themselves from other’s utility per se (e.g., being happy for others). Thus, behaviors that might increase others’ utility at some personal costs—that is, altruistic behaviors in a broad sense—are not aligned with D.

Of note, the extent to which individuals high in D are concerned about others’ disutility can vary as hinted by the multiple variants “disregarding, accepting, or malevolently provoking disutility”. Whereas some high in D may maximize their utility hardly even noticing the negative consequences for other people, others may be aware of—but not held back by—the disutility inflicted on other people, and still others might actually derive immediate utility for themselves (e.g., pleasure) from disutility inflicted on other people. The latter aspect can also involve behaviors in the realm of retaliation and revenge which often not

1 Note that the definition of D does not apply to contexts characterized by a mutual consensus concerning such actions. For example, ritualized fistfights are based on the common agreement of the combatants regarding the appropriateness of seeking own utility by afflicting disutility on others. The conceptualization of D thus refers to contexts where disutility is afflicted on others in a non-consensual way.
only serve to restore equality but also to regulate emotions such as anger (Bosman & van Winden, 2002; Karagonlar & Kuhlman, 2013; Roberts, Vakirtzis, Kristjánsdóttir, & Havlíček, 2013).

In sum, the utility-based aspects of D specify that individuals high in D, in seeking own utility, pursue behaviors that may negatively affect others and avoid behaviors that unilaterally benefit others, especially if this might incur personal costs. In terms of the economic concept of social preferences or, more specifically, social value orientations (e.g., Murphy & Ackermann, 2014), individuals high in D thus represent those who attach negative or zero weight to others’ outcomes but positive non-zero weight to their own (i.e., individualists, competitors, and sadists in the social value orientation terminology). Whereas the utility-based aspects of D thus partially mirror the typology of social value orientations, D encompasses aspects well beyond the narrow and operationally defined concept of social preferences, especially since D subsumes attitudes and beliefs that serve as the basis of and justification for individual utility maximization at others’ costs.

Specifically, individuals with high levels of D will hold beliefs that serve as justifications for individual utility maximization at the expense of others. Again, this aspect is understood in broad terms, allowing for a variety of specific beliefs that ultimately share the function of serving as justifications. For example, individuals high in D may tend to consider themselves as superior, to consider others as inferior, to endorse ideologies favoring dominance, or to believe that people generally think about themselves first and that, therefore, there is no injunctive norm to refrain from utility maximization (Ajzen, 1991). These—and other—beliefs offer some kind of justification to strive for own benefits at the cost of others. Note that individuals with high levels in D may not need to construct such justifications actively or consciously. Instead, utility maximization can also be driven or shaped by more implicit processes which serve to justify ethically, morally, and socially questionable
behavior, e.g., by fostering that individuals maintain a positive self-image despite their questionable behavior (e.g., Barkan, Ayal, & Ariely, 2015).

In line with this conceptualization of D as a general tendency to maximize one's utility at the expense of others while adopting justifying beliefs, we propose that any dark trait can be understood as a specific manifestation of D. More precisely, we propose that any dark trait boils down to at least one of the defining features of D, which thus reflects the general basis of different dark traits. Importantly, though, a particular dark trait may entail additional characteristics beyond those comprised in D. For example, the defining features of Narcissism include a sense of entitlement and superiority as well as dominant and aggressive behaviors towards others, but also involve a need for social admiration (Back et al., 2013). Whereas the former characteristics are well aligned with D (reflecting justifying beliefs and utility maximization at the expense of others, respectively), the latter may be a unique feature of Narcissism beyond D. Moreover, various dark traits differ with regard to which of the above aspects is paramount. For instance, for individuals high in Narcissism a justifying belief that one is superior might be more pronounced than the aspect of disregarding, accepting, or provoking disutilities for others, whereas the opposite might be the case for individuals high in Spitefulness. In a similar vein, maximizing one’s utility might be particularly manifested in high levels in Egoism (accepting other’s disutility as a by-product), whereas high levels in Sadism place a strong emphasis on deriving utility from actively provoking disutilities for others.

These differences between various dark traits notwithstanding, we propose that any dark trait relates to at least one (and typically several) of the defining aspects of D. Thus, D represents the underlying general tendency from which dark traits arise as specific manifestations, implying that D is responsible for the commonalities between various dark traits and thereby represents their common core. In more methodological terms, this conceptualization requires that the overlap of indicators reflecting different dark traits can be
represented by one common factor that will mirror the defining aspects of D and that, in turn, this factor is the prime source of variance responsible for commonalities between dark traits.

Importantly, given that dark traits differ with regard to the emphasis placed on the three characteristics of D and that a particular dark trait may comprise aspects beyond D, we conceptualize D as a fluid construct, much like the g factor of intelligence in the ability domain (e.g., Jensen, 1998; McGrew, 2009). That is, D is manifested in a very large number of ethically, morally, and socially questionable attitudes and behaviors, and can thus be measured in many different ways. Although a multitude of purportedly different dark traits exists and further, even more specific ones may be defined, the central implication of our proposal is that D constitutes the major source of variance underlying individual differences on dark traits. As a corollary, any particular measurement instrument designed to assess a dark trait will reflect D as well, although to a different degree depending on the nature of the particular trait (and instrument designed to assess this trait). Correspondingly, D is not defined by any one particular set or combination of dark traits. Rather, all combinations of dark traits have a common core that, in turn, generally mirrors our conceptualization of D.

**Preliminary Empirical Support for a Common Core of Dark Traits**

One line of evidence supporting the idea that various dark traits arise from a general underlying disposition and thus share a common core stems from studies that concurrently investigated various dark traits. In practically all these investigations, dark traits are positively—although imperfectly—associated with each other. In a meta-analysis by O’Boyle et al. (2012) on the currently most prominent dark traits Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and Psychopathy (the “Dark Triad”, Paulhus & Williams, 2002), the correlation between Machiavellianism and Narcissism was $r = .23 \ (n = 8,423)$, the correlation between Machiavellianism and Psychopathy was $r = .46 \ (n = 5,762)$, and the correlation between Narcissism and Psychopathy was $r = .42 \ (n = 8,538)$. Very similar results were observed in a more recent meta-analysis by Muris, Merckelbach, Otgaar, and Ewout (2017), with
correlations of $r = .34$ between Machiavellianism and Narcissism, $r = .58$ between Machiavellianism and Psychopathy, and $r = .34$ between Narcissism and Psychopathy ($N = 42,359$). Examples involving dark traits other than the components of the Dark Triad are more rare, but nonetheless reveal similar degrees of overlap: Campbell, Bonacci, Shelton, Exline, and Bushman (2004) reported a correlation of $r = .50$ ($N = 918$) between Psychological Entitlement and Narcissism, Gerbasi and Prentice (2013) reported a correlation of $r = .46$ ($N = 80$) between Self-Interest and Narcissism, Moore, Detert, Trevino, Baker, and Mayer (2012) reported correlations of $0.44 \leq r \leq 0.56$ ($N = 194$ and $N = 272$, respectively) between Moral Disengagement and Machiavellianism, and Marcus et al. (2014) reported correlations of $0.06 \leq r \leq 0.71$ between Spitefulness and all Dark Triad traits ($297 \leq N \leq 946$).

As these examples illustrate, the correlations between different dark traits typically range between .20 and .60 and are thus substantial in magnitude, though not perfect. This substantial proportion of shared variance among various dark traits, in turn, can be taken as evidence concerning commonalities between various dark traits and consequently makes the existence of a common underlying dispositional tendency plausible.

**Theoretical Notions on the Common Core of Dark Traits**

In light of the substantial empirical associations between different dark traits, several attempts have been made to explain their commonalities. Given the prominence of Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and Psychopathy, previous theoretical notions were particularly concerned with the links among the components of the Dark Triad or the “Dark Tetrad”, which additionally comprises Sadism. Concerning the latter, Paulhus (2014) concluded in a review that callousness (the “lack of empathy toward others”, p. 422) is the only shared feature. Callousness is typically understood as a deficit in emotional reactivity characterized by failure to respond to the distress cues of others and, consequently, problems in experiencing appropriate levels of guilt (Frick & White, 2008; Shirtcliff et al., 2009). The relevance of callousness has also been recognized in a description of the common features of
the Dark Triad traits by Jones and Figueredo (2013), who argued that the combination of “interpersonal manipulation and callous affect” (p. 529), and, thus, Hare’s (2003) Factor 1 of Psychopathy (characterized by lack of guilt and empathy, shallow affect, glibness, failure to accept responsibility, manipulativeness, grandiosity, conning, lying), represents the shared characteristic of these traits.

A related and arguably broader approach to understanding the commonalities of the Dark Triad components has been proposed by Jonason and colleagues. Building upon life history theory (e.g., Wilson, 1975), they suggested that the Dark Triad traits boil down to a “fast” life history strategy facilitating “the opportunistic and strategic exploitation of one’s environment to increase reproductive fitness” (Jonason, Webster, Schmitt, Li, & Crysel, 2012, p. 197). The Dark Triad components are thus seen as indicators of a stable and adaptive strategy directed towards immediate rewards and gratification, which, in turn, are associated with reproductive and survival benefits for an individual. In terms of specific psychological characteristics, the common features underlying the Dark Triad components are argued to reflect “both high levels of self-interest and low levels of empathetic concerns” (Jonason, Li, Webster, & Schmitt, 2009, p. 6), thereby mirroring the conceptualizations sketched above.

The Dark Triad traits have also been viewed through the lens of general models of basic personality structure. In particular, Lee and Ashton (2014) suggested that “the common element of the Dark Triad can […] be viewed as a willingness to exploit others when this is perceived to be advantageous” (p. 3), linking it to low Honesty-Humility, a basic personality trait of the HEXACO Model of Personality comprising aspects such as being deceitful, greedy, hypocritical, and sly (Ashton & Lee, 2007).

Slight differences in the emphasis placed on particular characteristics notwithstanding, previous attempts to describe the common features among the Dark Triad/Tetrad converge with regard to two aspects: low concerns towards others’ utilities (callousness, exploitation) and some form of maximizing one’s own utilities (self-interest, manipulation/exploitation of
others to promote own goal achievement). As such, the critical characteristics mentioned in recent attempts to describe the commonalities between the Dark Triad/Tetrad traits are well represented in our conceptualization of D as the basic tendency to maximize one’s own utility at the expense of others.

However, our theoretical conceptualization of D not only encompasses the theoretical approaches sketched above, but is broader and also differs in several respects from previous accounts. First and foremost, D refers not only to the commonalities of the Dark Triad/Tetrad components, but to a general dispositional tendency underlying all dark traits. We argue that dark traits arise as specific manifestations of this more general underlying dispositional tendency, so that the commonalities among any set of dark traits can be traced back to D. Consequently (and unlike any of the attempts sketched above), we explicitly consider D to represent a fluid construct, i.e., that D appears in all combinations of a sufficient number of different indicators of dark traits in a form that mirrors our conceptualization.

D also differs from previous accounts in recognizing that one’s own utility can be maximized by the very act of inflicting disutility on others, which may take the form of accepting own (e.g., financial) disadvantages in order to see others suffer (leading to positive feelings such as joy which may subjectively outweigh financial costs). Behaviors such as these are not easily reconciled with either of the accounts mentioned above, as it is neither obvious how this could be considered adaptive (in line with a fast-life strategy) nor plausible that it reflects a mere failure to respond to other’s distress (callousness). Similarly, low Honesty-Humility predominantly implies that disutility for others results as a by-product of own utility maximization, rather than being a potential source of utility in and of itself.

Relatedly, the concepts of utility and disutility in the definition of D are not limited to tangible benefits (such as money or status), but relate to any goal an individual may strive for, including the desire for psychological need fulfillment such as the need for belongingness and self-actualization. In this sense, actions that are directed towards preventing others’ need
fulfillment (such as bullying) are well-aligned with our definition of D, whereas the relation is less clear for any of the alternative accounts mentioned above. Furthermore, the attitudes and beliefs held by individuals high in D that serve as conscious or unconscious justifications are not limited to a sense of entitlement, grandiosity, or own superiority (as, for example, specified in Hare’s Factor 1 of Psychopathy or low Honesty-Humility). Rather, high-D individuals may hold a variety of justifying beliefs apart from believing in one’s own superiority, for example by adopting a cynical world view, by endorsing ideologies that favor dominance (of individuals or groups), or by rejecting ideas concerning the universality of moral values in favor of a relativist world view.

It should also be noted that the notions of interpersonal manipulation or exploitation inherent in previous accounts concerning the commonalities among some dark traits arguably do not adequately represent the breadth of actions individuals high in D may engage in. For one, individuals high in D may also perform actions that, while negatively affecting others, do not involve any interpersonal manipulation—for example, behaviors aimed at individual utility maximization in a tragedy of the commons situation (Hardin, 1968; e.g., an entrepreneur poisoning the environment for higher profit). Second, both manipulation and exploitation are limited to actively performing certain actions (e.g., deceiving or exploiting someone); however, individuals high in D may provoke disutility for others entirely passively (e.g., refraining from helping someone), which can hardly be considered as manipulation or exploitation, but would nonetheless represent an instance of D.

In sum, the theoretical conceptualization of D as a basic dispositional tendency responsible for the commonalities among the dark traits can be regarded as a unification and extension of previous theoretical approaches as described above. Before critically testing this new and broader conceptualization of D as a fluid construct representing individual differences in maximizing one’s utility at the cost of others while adopting justifying beliefs for corresponding behaviors, we next sketch how research on commonalities between dark
traits has typically involved four characteristics that need to be overcome so as to provide a sufficiently direct, comprehensive, and critical test of D.

Limitations of Previous Research on the Common Core of Dark Traits

Studies investigating the common core of dark traits have often been hampered by one or more of the following four limitations. First, corresponding research has mostly focused on a rather small subset of dark traits, especially on the Dark Triad or the Dark Tetrad only, and rarely investigated a larger set of dark traits simultaneously. Clearly, the proposal that D is a general dispositional tendency constituting the driving force behind specific dark traits cannot be strictly tested with such a limited set of dark traits: It is possible that commonalities appear overly large due to the consideration of a few dark traits only, but just as plausible that differences between them are overstated.

Second, it is striking that further dark traits are continuously introduced (for recent examples, see, Krekels & Pandelaere, 2015; Marcus et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2012; Seuntjens et al., 2015). Consequently, the lack of integrative attempts across several dark traits results in a plethora of constructs with few critical tests of whether an introduced trait is sufficiently different from existing ones. Instead, it is arguably essential to test the unique role of any “new” dark trait beyond other dark traits and, more importantly, beyond the commonalities of dark traits in general so as to scrutinize to what extent a newly introduced dark trait captures meaningful characteristics beyond others. This notion has only recently been emphasized in a review on dark traits by Marcus and Zeigler-Hill (2015) who argue that a distinction between Spitefulness (a newly introduced trait) and Psychopathy (a more classic dark trait) partly needs to “rest on whether Spitefulness can predict behavioral outcomes when controlling for Psychopathy” (p. 442).

Third, as is still typical for personality research (Baumeister et al., 2007; King, 2010), studies on dark traits have only sporadically included actual behavioral data (for exceptions, see e.g., Buckels et al., 2013; Campbell et al., 2004). This seems particularly problematic for
dark traits, because a substantial (and unknown) proportion of any association between some dark trait and a mere (self-)reported criterion may be due to response biases (such as socially desirable responding). In addition, beyond such response biases, there may well be particularly noteworthy differences between intended and actual behavior (e.g., Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005; Kaiser, Byrka, & Hartig, 2010). Indeed, it is quite thinkable that one may score high on a dark trait without necessarily showing corresponding behavior. For example, one may be drawn to situations in which harm is inflicted upon others in order to benefit personally, without actually engaging in harmful behavior due to the fear of sanctions or reputational concerns (which have been shown to prevent socially disruptive behavior, e.g., Balliet, Mulder, & van Lange, 2011; Fehr & Gächter, 2000), and/or the ability to channel one’s problematic tendencies into a socially acceptable outlet (e.g., Schütte et al., in press).

Finally, research on the common core of dark traits has often been limited by the modeling approach employed. With few exceptions (Jonason, Kaufman, Webster, & Geher, 2013; Kajonius, Persson, Rosenberg, & Garcia, 2016), corresponding research has typically relied on statistical approaches that do not (or only indirectly) allow for (a) testing whether the communalities between different dark traits can be attributed to one single underlying factor (i.e., a common core), (b) whether this single factor captures psychologically meaningful variance, (c) determining the extent to which the dark core absorbs specific dark traits, and (d) scrutinizing the unique role of a particular dark trait beyond this common core. Previously used analysis strategies (considering the pattern of bivariate intercorrelations, Book, Visser, & Volk, 2015; employing higher order factor models and/or composite scores, Jones & Figueredo, 2013; Lee et al., 2013) fall short with regard to at least one or all four of these aims. In what follows, we thus test our conceptualization of D via a series of studies using a modeling approach particularly tailored for these purposes.

The Present Investigation
Comprising four studies, the present investigation aims at demonstrating and testing our theoretical proposal that dark traits are manifestations of a single, general tendency in line with our conceptualization of D. Specifically, we first examine whether the indicators of several dark traits can be modeled as and represented by one factor that mirrors our conceptualization of D, and explore the extent to which each of the several dark traits captures unique content beyond D so as to dissect more clearly the specifics of dark traits vis-à-vis D. Second, we investigate to what extent D, each dark trait, and the unique content of each dark trait beyond D predict a broad array of criteria in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior, including assessments of “actual behavior” (Baumeister et al., 2007; King, 2010). Third, we locate D within the space spanned by models of basic personality structure, that is, both the Big Five (McCrae & Costa, 2008) and the HEXACO traits (Ashton & Lee, 2007). Finally, using a simulation approach, we critically test our assumption that D reflects a fluid concept, that is, that D is invariant in content and predictive validity when including different (sub)sets of underlying dark traits (or dark trait measures) and when measured by a random subset of available items.

A Broader Set of Dark Traits

As reviewed above, previous attempts to determine the common core of dark traits were limited in the number of dark traits considered, to the best of our knowledge rarely exceeding the joint investigation of three or four traits (i.e., the Dark Triad/Tetrad). Thus, we aimed to identify and select a broader and arguably more representative set of dark traits for our investigation, relying on a two-step approach. First, we included the components of the Dark Triad, i.e., Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and Psychopathy, because they are widely accepted as typical examples of dark traits. Second, in early 2014, we searched several journals with links to personality research (Assessment, European Journal of Personality, Journal of Personality, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Journal of Personality Assessment, Journal of Research in Personality, Personality and Individual Differences,
Personnel Psychology, Psychological Assessment, Psychological Science) for articles that introduced a “new”, negatively connoted trait with proposed links to ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. In this search, we focused on constructs that mirror the common understanding of general personality traits in that they are meant to be relatively stable across time (e.g., no state) and situations, reflect typical behavior, thoughts, and/or feelings, and are principally applicable to the entire population (e.g., not limited to clinical populations).

We started the search by reviewing the current issues from said journals (to include the most recently introduced dark traits) and then continued backwards in time up to the year 1999 (covering 15 years in total). Whenever we came across a potential dark trait that was introduced in another journal in this search (e.g., one that was used for investigating convergent validity of a trait that was introduced in one of our selected journals), we considered this trait as well.

This search strategy was pursued for two reasons. First, one would presume that more recently introduced dark traits will have been differentiated theoretically and/or empirically from previously introduced dark traits. That is, one would expect that “newly” introduced traits will have been argued and shown in some way to be unique and independent from existing ones (such as the components of the Dark Triad in particular). As a consequence, the search strategy arguably resulted in a set of diverse dark traits, in turn allowing for a stricter test of the proposal that D represents the common denominator of a variety of different dark traits. Second, this strategy arguably led to the inclusion of traits and corresponding measures that met the most current scientific standards for the theoretical and empirical development of traits and measures, respectively.

This approach ultimately led to the identification and selection of nine dark traits for our studies, namely Egoism, Machiavellianism, Moral Disengagement, Narcissism,
Psychological Entitlement, Psychopathy, Sadism, Self-Interest, and Spitefulness. These traits, their definitions, and corresponding inventories are listed in Table 1.

**Modeling the Common Core: A Bifactor Approach**

To test our theoretical ideas we relied on structural equation modeling. In particular, to test the notion of one single common core of dark traits, we resorted to a bifactor approach (e.g., Reise, 2012). In such an approach, each observed item is modeled to load both on a general factor (representing D in our case) that captures the commonalities among all items and on a specific factor (representing a specific dark trait in our case) that captures the remaining covariance among the items belonging to the respective scale that is not due to D (see Figure 1). Correspondingly, this approach decomposes the variance of an item into (1) variance that can be explained by the common general factor, (2) variance that is specific to the items of a scale, and (3) item-specific residual variance that is not explained by either the general or the specific factor. Importantly, by definition, the common general factor captures the variance that is shared across *all* items and hence directly represents their commonalities, whereas the specific factors reflect the remaining shared variance of the items of a particular scale, after controlling the general factor. In what follows, we use the terms “specific dark trait” or “residualized dark trait” to denote the dark traits in the bifactor specification, i.e., the specific factors arising when controlling for the common core of dark traits (D). In contrast, we use the term “non-residualized dark trait” to refer to the complete version of a dark trait without estimating or controlling for the effect of D, i.e., when estimating a standard confirmatory factor model for the dark traits without a bifactor structure.

By partitioning the items’ variances into three sources, the bifactor approach offers several benefits over alternative modeling strategies (such as higher-order factor models). In particular, the bifactor approach makes it possible to (1) investigate whether a model comprising a dark core provides a superior account of the data as compared to a model without a dark core (and whether this core mirrors our conceptualization of D), (2) determine
the degree to which the dark traits are absorbed by D (versus their unique content beyond D), 
(3) test the predictive ability of the general factor (D) versus the specific factors (specific dark 
traits after removing the common core), and (4) investigate the proposed fluid nature of D in 
terms of whether and how alternative operational definitions affect the meaning and the 
predictive validity of D. As such, this modeling strategy is well suited to gain meaningful 
insights into the nature of the common core underlying dark traits as well as the unique 
content of dark traits over and beyond this dark core.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that both bifactor and higher-order factor models can 
be reasonably applied in situations where a general construct is to be identified that accounts 
for the common variance across items in the presence of specific constructs that also 
contribute to the variance across items (e.g., Brunner, Nagy, & Wilhelm, 2012; Yung, 
Thissen, & McLeod, 1999). Both models are members of the class of hierarchical factor 
models, with bifactor models at the more general end of the spectrum and higher-order factor 
models as nested special cases (subject to the proportionality constraint; Yung et al., 1999). 
However, despite this nesting relation, statistically distinguishing among these models is 
highly challenging in practice (Mansolf & Reise, 2017).

As elaborated in the theoretical part of this paper, we argue that D represents the major 
source of variance underlying individual differences on dark traits, so that D manifests itself 
in most ethically, morally, and socially questionable attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. In other 
words, dark traits arise as specific manifestations of this general tendency, implying that D, as 
a hypothesized basic structure, exists independently from any one specific dark trait. These 
theoretical considerations, in turn, are more closely aligned with a bifactor approach than with 
a higher-order factor model: In the latter, D only exists through its relation to, but not 
independently of, the dark traits. Also, unlike bifactor models, a higher-order factor model 
would imply that D exerts its influence on the observed indicators only indirectly through its 
relation to the dark traits, with the latter directly determining the endorsement of the
associated items. However, the essential implication of D is that any item from any dark trait inventory is an expression of D. Thus, although we primarily relied on the bifactor approach due to its practical advantages over higher-order models, this approach also more closely maps onto the theoretical conceptualization of D.

**Study 1**

The first study was designed as a preliminary evaluation of the general idea that dark traits arise from a general underlying disposition and thus share a common core that, in turn, mirrors the conceptualization of D as specified above.

**Participants and Procedure**

The present and the following studies were conducted online to obtain heterogeneous and diverse samples, ensuring that there is sufficient variance in the dark traits. Note that research has consistently shown little to no effects of the medium (e.g., web vs. paper-pencil) on personality measurement (e.g., Weigold, Weigold, & Russell, 2013) and a whole host of other tasks and paradigms (including the behavioral paradigms we use in Studies 2 and 3, see Rand, 2012). In addition, web-based data-collection has the distinctive advantage of increased anonymity (see Joinson, 1999) which is highly relevant for characteristics, beliefs, and behaviors that are socially undesirable (Moshagen, Musch, Ostapczuk, & Zhao, 2010; Postmes & Spears, 1998). In all studies, we closely adhered to established standards of online experimenting (Reips, 2002).

In Study 1, participants were recruited by inviting members of an online panel to participate in a scientific study on personality. Participants completed the study on an anonymous and voluntary basis without any compensation. After providing informed consent and demographic information, participants were asked to complete the various questionnaires, as detailed below. Questionnaires were presented in a randomized order for each participant. The study took about 24 min to complete on average ($SD = 13.6$ min). The final sample
consisted of $N = 304$ participants (64% female, 1 ‘prefer not to say’) with a mean age of 33.4 ($SD = 11.8$; range 18-72) years (14% drop-out rate). None of these participants showed any suspicious response behaviour defined as requiring less than 2 sec for each item on average or always selecting the same response option. All participants reported native or fluent German language skills, except for one participant who still indicated to have good German language skills.

**Measures**

The inventories to assess the nine dark traits selected for our studies are summarized in Table 1. Aiming to keep the total number of items within a reasonable range and to ensure that the selected dark traits are measured by an approximately equal number of items (to avoid that one trait dominates the remaining traits in terms of the number of indicator variables), we used validated short versions for assessing the traits, whenever available. Specifically, all measures comprised 8-10 items, with the exception of Egoism (12) and Spitefulness (17). Additional analyses (not reported here) using only the 10 highest loading items of Egoism and Spitefulness, respectively, yielded virtually identical results.

With regard to the components of the Dark Triad, we relied on one (Short Dark Triad; Jones & Paulhus, 2014) of two recently introduced instruments offering brief assessment of all three components instead of using a specific inventory for each component (such as the Machiavellian Personality Scale, Dahling, Whitaker, & Levy, 2008; the Narcissistic Admiration and Rivalry Questionnaire, Back et al., 2013; or the Psychopathy Personality Inventory-Revised, Lilienfeld & Widows, 2005). We opted for the Short Dark Triad inventory because it aims to operationalize Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and Psychopathy “without building in redundancy or forcing independence” (Jones & Paulhus, 2014, p. 29) between the constructs, and because it seems to be more reliable and valid (Lee et al., 2013) than another recently introduced brief instrument aiming to assess the Dark Triad, the “Dirty Dozen” (Jonason & Webster, 2010).
All studies were conducted in German language. Consequently, we translated all questionnaires for which there was no German version of the questionnaire available. In this translation process, we followed established standards such as the translation-retranslation technique using independent translators throughout (e.g., Brislin, 1980). Specifically, we translated the scales for Egoism, Moral Disengagement, Psychological Entitlement, Sadism, Self-Interest, and Spitefulness, while we could use the German version (Maaß & Ziegler, 2017) of the Short Dark Triad comprising the scales for Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and Psychopathy. A five-point Likert response scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree was used for all measures. All negatively worded items were recoded prior to analysis so that higher values are indicative of a stronger manifestation of the underlying dark trait.

**Analyses**

As detailed above, we used a bifactor approach to investigate our theoretical prediction that the considered dark traits share a common core. An estimate of the extent to which the items indicating a specific construct reflect D can be obtained by comparing the variance of the items of a specific scale that is explained by D relative to the total explained common variance. The proportion of common variance explained by D was measured using

---

2 Compared to the English original, the Machiavellianism scale of the German Short Dark Triad differs in three respects. First, item 2 of the English Machiavellianism scale ("I like to use clever manipulation to get my way") is replaced by the item "Generally speaking, people won’t work hard unless they have to" (item 3 of the set used in constructing the English Short Dark Triad). Second, item 9 of the English version ("Most people can be manipulated") is replaced by the item “There’s a sucker born every minute” (item 4 of the original set of items). Finally, the German scale contains one additional item (“Most people deserve respect”; reverse coded; item 13 of the original set of items).
the \textit{ECV} (explained common variance) index, which is the ratio of variance explained by D to the variance explained by D \textit{and} the respective specific factor (Ten Berge & Sočan, 2004). For example, if the \textit{ECV} for the items of a specific dark trait is found to be equal to 1, the covariances of the items making up the scale are completely due to the D factor. Vice versa, if the D factor cannot explain any of the covariance of the items of a scale (yielding an \textit{ECV} of 0), the conclusion would be that the construct in question has nothing in common with D.

In specifying the bifactor models, the correlations between the specific factors were constrained to 0 for identification purposes (thus enforcing that the shared variance between various specific factors is captured by D). All correlations between the residuals of the manifest indicators were fixed to 0, as were all secondary loadings. Each latent factor was assigned a scale by setting one unstandardized loading to 1. All analyses were based on the raw scores. The models were estimated using Mplus (version 7.11; L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 2015). Incomplete data (occurring in Studies 1 and 2) were addressed by employing full information maximum likelihood estimation, which has been shown to outperform other approaches in the context of structural equation modeling and to provide reasonable results even under conditions of non-normality (e.g., Enders, 2001; Enders & Bandalos, 2001; Yuan, Yang-Wallentin, & Bentler, 2012).

Whereas average levels of univariate skewness and kurtosis indicated a modest degree of non-normality (absolute skewness and kurtosis were on average 0.66 and 1.03, respectively), some items exhibited substantial to severe deviations of normality with a maximum skewness of 3.8 and a maximum kurtosis of 18.8. Thus, Huber-White sandwich estimated standard errors and corrected test-statistics (Yuan & Bentler, 2000) were applied to account for non-normality in the data (called “MLR” estimation in Mplus).

Moreover, as the models comprised a very large number of observed variables, in turn leading to inflated test-statistics (Herzog, Boomsma, & Reinecke, 2007; Moshagen, 2012), we additionally applied the correction proposed by Yuan, Tian, and Yanagihara (2015), yielding
a test-statistic corrected for both the effects of non-normality and model-size (corresponding to $T_{RML}^{(e1)}$ in Yang, Jiang, and Yuan, in press). Similar to the correction for non-normality, the correction for model size by Yuan et al. (2015) involves a linear transformation of the model test-statistic depending on the number of observed variables, the number of free parameters, and the sample size. The effect of this correction increases with both the number of manifest variables and the number of free parameters, but diminishes as the sample size increases (reflecting that the bias resulting from large models disappears asymptotically).

Given the extremely high power of the global model log-likelihood ratio (LLR) test to detect minuscule misspecifications even at moderate sample sizes (with $N = 300$, the power to detect misspecifications of the estimated models compared to the saturated model corresponding to $RMSEA = .02$ with $\alpha = .05$ is $1 - \beta > 99\%$; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996), we relied on two other criteria to evaluate the fit of the imposed models. First, in line with recent recommendations (Moshagen & Auerswald, in press), we considered the point estimates of the SRMR and the RMSEA (along with 90% confidence intervals) as descriptive indices of model fit referring to the convention that values for the SRMR around .08 and for the RMSEA around .06 indicate well-fitting models (Browne & Cudeck, 1992). Second, we adopted the recently proposed approach of Neyman-Pearson model testing with balanced error probabilities (Moshagen & Erdfelder, 2016). In this approach, the null hypothesis of a perfectly fitting model is evaluated against a specific alternative hypothesis reflecting an unacceptable degree of model violation, contingent on the requirement of balanced $\alpha$ and $\beta$ error probabilities. The statistical decision in this testing context refers to whether the data rather support the assumption of a perfectly specified model (the null hypothesis) or the assumption of an unacceptable misspecification (the alternative hypothesis). To this end, a critical value for the LLR test statistic ($\chi^2_{crit}$) is obtained based on the sample size, the model degrees of freedom, and the degree of misspecification considered unacceptable. In the present investigations, we defined an unacceptable degree of model
violation as models associated with an RMSEA of .08 or larger (Browne & Cudeck, 1992; Moshagen & Erdfelder, 2016). Since the thereby implied critical value $\chi^2_{\text{crit}}$ gives the boundary between an acceptable and an unacceptable model, the hypothesized model is considered tenable if the observed value of the LLR test-statistic falls below $\chi^2_{\text{crit}}$.

**Results and Discussion**

First off, we determined the correlations among the nine non-residualized dark traits by fitting a confirmatory factor model positing one latent factor for each of the dark traits and allowing the factors to correlate freely. Although the global LLR model test-statistic was significant, $\chi^2(4149) = 6,406.26$, $p < .01$, descriptive indices of fit indicated an acceptable fit to the data, $SRMR = .073; RMSEA = .050$ (90% CI: .048 - .052). Further, the observed value of the $\chi^2$ test-statistic fell well below the critical value associated with an unacceptable degree of model violation, $\chi^2_{\text{crit}} = 7.263$, indicating to retain the model.

The estimated correlations between the non-residualized dark traits, along with descriptive statistics and Cronbach’s alpha estimates of internal consistency, are shown in Table 2. All non-residualized dark traits exhibited significantly positive associations with each other. The majority of correlations exceeded $r = .50$ (mean $r = .50$), corresponding to generally strong associations between the non-residualized dark traits and, thus, pointing to a substantial overlap between them. Particularly high correlations were evident between the non-residualized factors of Egoism and Machiavellianism ($r = .78$), Moral Disengagement ($r = .75$), and Psychopathy ($r = .73$), as well as between Psychopathy and Machiavellianism ($r = .80$), Sadism ($r = .79$), and Spitefulness ($r = .80$). In contrast, whereas Narcissism and Self-Interest were substantially correlated with each other ($r = .53$), both traits were less strongly (albeit still moderately) associated with the remaining dark traits, with the exception of a strong correlation with Psychological Entitlement ($r = .59$ and $r = .49$, respectively).

Given the substantial intercorrelations among the non-residualized dark traits, we proceeded by specifying the bifactor model (as described above), positing D as a common,
general factor and one specific factor for each of the dark traits to evaluate the theoretical prediction that the considered dark traits share a common dark core. The model exhibited an adequate fit to the data, $\chi^2(4092) = 6,224.72, p < .01; \chi^2_{\text{crit}} = 7,137; \text{SRMR} = .069; \text{RMSEA} = .049 (0.047 - .051)$. Beyond improved overall model fit, information criteria (e.g., Bollen, Harden, Ray, & Zavisca, 2014) also suggested that the bifactor model (including D) is to be preferred over the confirmatory factor model. The $AIC$s were 69,757 vs. 69,920, the $BIC$s were 69,960 vs. 70,091, and the normalized evidence ratios (Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004) of the bifactor model were $> .999$, indicating that the bifactor model has the highest probability among the models considered in terms of the Kullback–Leibler discrepancy to the true model ($AIC$) and the degree of belief that it reflects the true model ($BIC$), respectively.

Thus, the hypothesized bifactor model generally appears tenable and provides a superior description of the data compared to a model omitting D. In other words, the superior model is the one that constrains the entire shared variance across all nine dark traits to be due to one underlying factor, D.

To further scrutinize this conclusion, we also tested an oblique bifactor model positing two (rather than one) general factors along with the nine specific factors. This model was motivated by the observation that the correlations between the non-residualized dark traits as displayed in Table 2 suggest that Narcissism and Self-Interest are substantially associated with each other, but show comparatively weaker associations to the remaining traits, except for Psychological Entitlement. Thus, we specified one general factor comprising the items related to Narcissism, Self-Interest, and Psychological Entitlement, another general factor for the remaining items, and the nine specific factors for the dark traits. However, the model yielded a psychometrically improper solution. The general factor comprising Narcissism, Self-Interest, and Psychological Entitlement showed a very small variance which did not differ significantly from zero ($p = .21$). This indicates that there is no systematic individual variation on this factor, and thus speaks against the validity of this model. In sum, the model
comparisons confirm that the bifactor model positing D as the only general factor and one specific factor for each of the dark traits provides the most sensible representation of the data. We thus base the following considerations on this solution.\(^3\)

To evaluate the extent to which the nine dark traits share a common dark core, we first considered the estimated (unstandardized) variances of the factors. All factor variances were significantly larger than zero (ranging from .17 to .39), indicating that D and all specific factors explain covariances between at least some items and must thus be kept in the model. We proceeded by evaluating the pattern of loadings (see Table 3 for a summary; detailed loading estimates are available as supplementary materials). Of the 93 items, 85 items exhibited a significantly positive association with D, with the standardized loadings ranging from -.07 to .66. The indicators with the ten strongest loadings on D comprised items of the scales of five different dark traits (Egoism, Machiavellianism, Psychopathy, Sadism, and Spitefulness). Item loadings on the specific factors ranged from -.14 to .68. Sixteen loadings on the specific factors did not differ significantly from zero. The loading estimates are thus in line with the factor variances in suggesting that a common dark core exists, which, however, does not completely obviate any of the specific factors.

We next evaluated whether the emerged general factor mirrors our theoretical conceptualization of D by inspecting the items that exhibited the strongest loadings on D. As expected, these items related to multiple aspects of D or one of the aspects in particular. For example, the utility maximization aspect is reflected in “Never tell anyone the real reason you did something unless it is useful to do so” (one of the items designed to assess Egoism; loading on D was \(\lambda_D = .61\); loading on the specific factor for Egoism was \(\lambda_S = .03\), “I’ll say

\(^3\)We also tested the model positing two general factors in Studies 2 and 3. However, estimation of the model involving two general factors did not converge successfully in either study.
anything to get what I want” (Psychopathy; $\lambda_D = .57; \lambda_S = -.14$), and “Make sure your plans benefit you, not others” (Machiavellianism; $\lambda_D = .55; \lambda_S = .24$). Provoking disutility for others is reflected in “There have been times when I was willing to suffer some small harm so that I could punish someone else who deserved it” (Spitefulness; $\lambda_D = .60; \lambda_S = .29$), “Hurting people would be exciting” (Sadism; $\lambda_D = .57; \lambda_S = .62$), and “I like to get revenge on authorities.” (Psychopathy; $\lambda_D = .55; \lambda_S = .20$). Finally, justifying beliefs are reflected in “There’s a sucker born every minute” (Machiavellianism; $\lambda_D = .59; \lambda_S = .08$), “I honestly feel I’m just more deserving than others” (Psychological Entitlement; $\lambda_D = .54; \lambda_S = .45$), and “The biggest difference between most criminals and other people is that criminals are stupid enough to get caught” (Egoism; $\lambda_D = .49; \lambda_S = .43$). As these examples illustrate, the majority of the items strongly loading on D exhibited non-significant or small loadings on their respective specific factor. However, mirroring the ECVs discussed in detail below, there were also notable exceptions in particular with regard to items from the scales assessing Sadism and Psychological Entitlement. Nevertheless, beyond supporting our characterization of D, the fact that items referring to such diverse attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors (and being used to measure diverse traits) show similar loadings on D provides evidence for the theoretical idea that a common dispositional tendency is the driving force for individual differences on dark traits.

Of further importance is the question whether D represents all the dark traits considered to an approximately equal extent or whether certain dark traits are more or less completely absorbed by D, whereas others have little in common with D. In order to evaluate the degree to which the dark traits are reflected in D, we considered the proportion of common variance explained by D (ECV). Table 4 shows that the magnitude of D saturation substantially varies across the considered dark traits. D is primarily reflected in items related to Psychopathy (ECV = .74) and Machiavellianism (ECV = .73), explains approximately half
of the common variance in the items indicating Spitefulness ($ECV = .58$), Egoism ($ECV = .57$), Moral Disengagement ($ECV = .54$), Sadism ($ECV = .50$), and Psychological Entitlement ($ECV = .38$), but only modestly accounts for the items measuring Narcissism and Self-Interest (both $ECVs = .18$). Thus, the $ECVs$ suggest that the latter traits capture a substantial proportion of unique variance that is not represented in D. We defer a more detailed discussion of similarities and differences between D and the specific traits to Study 3.

Finally, an important question pertains to whether D may be primarily defined because different scales used to assess the dark traits contain highly similar items. For example, the scales assessing Machiavellianism and Psychopathy, respectively, contain similar items related to revenge, the scales assessing Machiavellianism and Egoism, respectively, items related to disclosing information to others, and the scales assessing Egoism, Machiavellism, and Psychopathy, respectively, items related to the manipulation of others. Clearly, the very theoretical proposal put forward in this manuscript actually requires that certain characteristics are shared across constructs (and, thus, may be represented in the scales used as corresponding measures), so it is hardly surprising to find that different scales contain items assessing similar characteristics. Moreover, one may safely assume that the corresponding scale development proceeded by choosing items in line with the theoretical meaning of the targeted dark trait, entirely independent of the theoretical conceptualization of D. Consequently, the presence of similar items in the questionnaires assessing different dark traits may simply suggest that common characteristics are deemed of relevance for different traits.

Whereas the issue of similar items in different scales is therefore neither surprising nor problematic from a theoretical view, it might still pose an empirical threat in the measurement of D in that the variance of the general factor deemed to reflect D might be spuriously inflated. To investigate this issue, we first identified the items that arguably measure the same characteristic by theoretically inspecting the item content and by closely examining the
modification indices associated with the confirmatory factor model of the non-residualized dark traits. The latter was based on the rationale that a strong content overlap between items of different scales would be evident in non-zero correlations between the item’s residuals (i.e., such items exhibit stronger correlations than would be expected based on the correlation of their underlying factors). Using this procedure, we identified six item pairs (or triplets) that potentially address highly similar characteristics (e.g., “Never tell anyone the real reason you did something unless it is useful to do so” from the scale assessing Egoism, and “It’s not wise to tell your secrets” from the scale assessing Machiavellianism). We then estimated the bifactor model assuming D as a common, general factor along with the 9 specific factors (as described above) while freely estimating the covariances between the residuals of these six pairs or triplets of items. Results indicated that D actually exhibited an even larger variance in the model including the residual correlations compared to the model without these correlations. The ECVs, the item loadings on the D factor, and mean loadings were also highly similar. These results allow for the conclusion that D is not simply the result of different scales sharing identical items.

Taken together, the first study can be interpreted as providing initial evidence for the notion that dark traits are manifestations of a general, underlying tendency and thus share a common dark core that, in turn, is well-aligned with our definition of D. Clearly, however, this study is limited in several ways. First, the sample size was comparatively small, so a larger sample is required to increase the confidence in the findings. Second, the modeling results presented here only show that the considered dark traits share common variance that can be interpreted in line with our conceptualization of D; however, the question whether this common core is able to predict relevant criteria in a psychologically meaningful way remains to be studied. Correspondingly, we conducted a second study that relied on a larger sample and included a criterion measure to replicate and extend these initial findings.
Study 2

The second study (1) served to replicate the results of the first using a larger sample and (2) used behavioral selfishness (versus altruism) as measured by the dictator game (DG; e.g., Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, & Sefton, 1994) as a criterion to obtain an indicator of the validity of D and to gauge the relative ability of D versus the specific factors to predict an outcome in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. In the DG, one individual (the dictator) is given an endowment and asked to allocate this endowment between her-/himself and another, unknown person (the recipient) in a one-shot anonymous setting. Thus, the allocation of the endowment is broadly considered a measure of selfishness versus altruism (Andreoni & Miller, 2002) and has been used correspondingly in numerous investigations (for an overview, see Engel, 2011). Importantly, because the DG is a zero-sum game it is perfectly suited to test the utility aspects of D: The dictator’s individual utility can only be maximized at the cost of the recipient.

Participants

Participants were recruited via a large web portal that hosts links to all kinds of tests and questionnaires (www.testedich.de). The study was advertised as a scientifically constructed questionnaire assessing peoples’ personality. Participants did not receive any monetary compensation for completing the study, but were offered feedback on their individual trait scores at the end. Participation was anonymous and voluntary. Of the 1,845 participants who initially started working on the study, 1,095 participants reached the final page, corresponding to a retention rate of 59%. One participant was excluded based on indicators of suspicious response behavior (see Study 1), yielding a sample of $N = 1,094$ participants (64% female, 5 “prefer not to say”). Age ranged from 18 to 68 ($M = 33.4; SD = 11.8$) years. Most of the participants (98%) reported native or fluent German language skills. Excluding participants reporting good (15) or basic language skills (2) did not affect the
results, so we opted to retain them in the sample. All participants provided informed consent. On average, the study took approximately 27 minutes to complete ($SD = 13.8 \text{ min}$).

**Measures and Procedure**

We used the same questionnaire measures as in Study 1. After completing the questionnaires (presented in random order), participants were requested to complete a hypothetical dictator game scenario. Specifically, participants were asked to imagine they had been randomly paired with another, unknown individual (whom they would never knowingly meet and who would never knowingly meet them) for a one-shot decision task. In this task, they were going to split an endowment of 100 Euros between themselves and the other person—in whatever way they might want to. Finally, participants specified how much of the endowment they wanted to give to the other person (and, in turn, how much would be kept to themselves).

**Results and Discussion**

The modeling strategy was identical to the one used in Study 1. We first fitted a confirmatory factor model positing one latent variable for each non-residualized dark trait (without a bifactor structure) to determine the correlations between the nine non-residualized dark traits. Fit-indices indicated to retain the model, $\chi^2(4,149) = 11,655.15, p < .01; \chi^2_{\text{crit}} = 14,873; SRMR = .059; \text{RMSEA} = .042 (.041 -.043)$. The correlations between the non-residualized dark traits obtained from confirmatory factors analysis are shown in Table 5. As can be seen, the dark traits exhibited a highly similar pattern of associations as in the first study. Again, the majority of correlations exceeded $r = .50$ (mean $r = .50$) and the strongest correlations were observed across Egoism, Machiavellianism, Moral Disengagement, Psychopathy, Sadism, and Spitefulness, whereas Narcissism and Self-Interest were less strongly associated with the remaining dark traits; again with the exception of Psychological Entitlement, which, once more, showed comparable associations with all traits.
Next, we proceeded by fitting the bifactor model positing D as a general factor and one latent variable for each of the dark traits as specific factors. Model fit slightly improved compared both to the confirmatory factor model and to the corresponding model in the first study, $\chi^2(4,092) = 11,360.03, p < .01; \chi^2_{\text{crit}} = 14,407; SRMR = .059; RMSEA = .041 (.040 - .042)$, suggesting that the model provides an adequate representation of the data. Likewise, information criteria again indicated to prefer the bifactor model (including D) over the confirmatory factor model (without D), $AICs = 268,670$ vs. 268,988, $BICs = 269,348$ vs. 269,562, respectively, and the evidence ratios were also in favor of the bifactor model ($>.999$). Thus, these results are in line with the findings of Study 1 in suggesting that a bifactor model involving a single general factor representing D provides the most sensible representation of the data. In this model, all factor variances were significantly larger than zero (ranging from .14 to .51). Loadings were comparable to the ones obtained in Study 1 (Table 3). The same was also largely true regarding the extent to which the dark traits were captured by D, as expressed through the $ECV$ (Table 4). Compared to the first study, however, D accounted for a slightly smaller proportion of the common variance of the indicators of Narcissism and Self-Interest ($ECVs$ were .12 and .13), but explained a substantially larger proportion of the common variance of the items pertaining to Moral Disengagement, Sadism, and Spitefulness ($ECVs$ were .61, .58, and .70, respectively). In essence, these results confirm the conclusions put forward in Study 1 in providing evidence for the existence of a common dark core across the considered dark traits.

Beyond replicating the results of the first study in an independent and larger sample, the second purpose of Study 2 was to offer an opportunity to gain further insights into the psychological meaning of D by linking it to a criterion representing selfishness (versus altruism), namely DG choice. On average, participants decided to keep 59.5% ($SD = 18.1$) of the endowment for themselves, thereby indicating an overall trend towards selfishness, closely mirroring typical responses in the DG (in Engel’s, 2011, meta-analyses across over
20,000 participants, the mean proportion kept is about 60-70%). All nine non-residualized dark traits were significantly positively associated with selfishness (i.e., the amount of money kept), with the bivariate latent correlations ranging from $r = .17$ for Self-Interest to $r = .34$ for both Machiavellianism and Moral Disengagement (Table 5).

In order to investigate the relation between D and DG choices and whether the specific dark traits are able to predict said choices beyond D, we regressed DG selfishness on D and the specific factors (as defined in the bifactor model). Note that, as dictated by the structure of the model, D and the specific factors are orthogonal and the specific factors are mutually uncorrelated, thereby ruling out potential caveats due to multicollinearity. Moreover, in this situation, the square of a regression coefficient directly corresponds to the unique contribution of the respective variable in explaining variance in the criterion (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). The results are reported in Table 6. D was a strong predictor of DG selfishness, accounting for approximately 15% of the variance, $\beta = .38$, $p < .01$. This result can be interpreted as providing further evidence for our conceptualization of D as a psychologically meaningful trait that reflects the tendency to maximize one's individual utility, disregarding, accepting, or malevolently provoking disutility for others. Importantly, of the specific traits, only Psychological Entitlement significantly contributed to the prediction of the DG choice, $\beta = .09$, $p < .05$, albeit with a more modest effect size (accounting for less than 1% of the DG variance). The remaining eight dark traits considered did not predict behavior in the DG once the common dark core, as measured through D, was controlled for. In other words, D absorbed most of the variance relevant for the prediction of selfishness (as measured in the DG).

In sum, Study 2 successfully replicated and extended Study 1 by showing that the nine considered dark traits exhibit a substantial overlap that can be accounted for by a single dark core. This dark core, in turn, predicted a criterion of immediate theoretical relevance, whereas only one of the specific dark traits modestly contributed to the prediction of selfishness. These
results notwithstanding, a number of caveats remain. Most importantly, relying on self-report data only, the results of this study are subject to the rival interpretation that the shared variance among the items assessing the dark traits merely reflects some measurement artifact such as acquiescence, negative self-views, or the tendency to distort responses in a socially desirable manner (Bardsley, 2008; Hilbig, Thielmann, Hepp, Klein, & Zettler, 2015; Paulhus, 2002; Ziegler, MacCann, & Roberts, 2012). Moreover, the dictator game and the dark traits were concurrently assessed in a single session, which might have inflated the observed associations due to consistent responding. Finally, this study was limited in considering only one single criterion that does not cover the breadth of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior that D is meant to account for. To gauge the validity of our conceptualization of D more comprehensively and to gain further insights regarding whether (and which) specific traits carry substantial meaning beyond D, it is thus mandatory to investigate the relation of D and the specific factors to a number of further external criteria—most importantly, actual, consequential behavior—in a longitudinal design.

**Study 3**

The third study had four aims. The first aim was to replicate the results of Studies 1 and 2 using a more diverse sample and a longitudinal design. The second aim was to extend the criteria from a single hypothetical task to two monetarily incentivized measures, one capturing selfishness (again, DG choice) and one capturing unethical behavior (namely, cheating to maximize one’s gains), so as to support a substantive interpretation of D. The third aim was to evaluate the theoretical meaning and importance of D as well as the specific dark traits more comprehensively by considering nine additional self-report criteria. These criteria were selected from the studies originally proposing each of the nine dark traits considered. Specifically, for each dark trait, we selected the criterion measure that had been shown to correlate most strongly with said trait. The final aim was to locate D within the
space spanned by broad models of basic personality structure, namely, in terms of both the Five-Factor Model (FFM; McCrae & Costa, 2008) and the HEXACO Model of Personality (Ashton & Lee, 2007). Considering D in relation to basic dimensions of personality allows for further substantiating the theoretical meaning of D and for examining whether D comprises meaningful variance beyond basic models of personality. Relatedly, it is of key interest to determine whether D can be reduced to a single basic personality trait (considering Honesty-Humility of the HEXACO model in particular – see the theory section of this paper) or whether D is best regarded as reflecting a blend of various basic personality traits.

**Participants**

In Study 3, we relied on a professionally managed online panel to recruit a large sample that would be roughly representative of the general population. Participants were re-invited to complete a total of three measurement occasions (T1 to T3). At T1, participants completed two broad personality inventories. At T2, participants completed the same measures as in Studies 1 and 2 to assess the nine dark traits (and, thus, D). At T3, participants completed nine self-report criteria and, afterwards, two incentivized behavioral tasks.

A total of 2,032 participants completed the measurement at T1 without any indication of suspicious response behavior (see Study 1). Five weeks after the first measurement occasion, these participants were re-invited by the panel provider for the measurement at T2. A total of 1,366 participants responded within 10 days (which was the limit set) and completed all tasks (drop-out-rate from T1 to T2: 33%). The average time lag between the measurements at T1 and T2 was 37 (SD = 4.8) days. We then excluded 105 participants (exclusion-rate: 8%) showing suspicious response behavior (see Study 1), resulting in 1,261 participants who were re-invited by the panel provider for the measurement at T3. This re-invitation was sent out six weeks after the end of T2, and we once more set a limit of 10 days for participation. The measurement at T3 was completed by 995 individuals (drop-out-rate from T2 to T3: 21%), on average 43 (SD = 4) days after the end of T2. Data matching
between the measurement occasions was achieved through completely anonymous random codes and double-checked using demographics. Upon completion of T3, we had a total of 928 unique data sets that could be conclusively matched across all three occasions (exclusion-rate: 7%). We finally excluded 46 data sets (exclusion-rate: 5%) of participants due to suspicious response behavior at T3, ending up with 882 datasets which constitute our final sample.

Participants in the final sample (46% female) covered a broad range of ages (18 and 65 years, $M = 42.5, SD = 13$ years). All reported to be native (96%) or fluent (4%) in German. A majority of 65% was in employment, whereas less than 8% were students. As intended, there was also substantial diversity in educational backgrounds with 23% holding a certificate of secondary education (German: Hauptschulabschluss), 20% a general certificate of secondary education (German: mittlere Reife), 25% a vocational diploma or university-entrance diploma (German: Fachabitur or Abitur), and 32% a university/college degree. There was no indication of selective drop-out across measurement occasions for any of these variables.

Every measurement occasion started with participants providing informed consent and demographics. Then followed the specific tasks and measures (see below) and finally participants were thanked, debriefed, and redirected to the panel provider who handled payment. Participants received a flat fee (determined by the panel provider) for every measurement occasion completed and additional incentives depending on their (and others’) responses at T3 (see below).

**Measures**

---

Conservatively, we excluded 65 data sets that could have been produced by multiple participation (as indicated by identical IP addresses and demographics) or that were implausible upon inspection of demographics across measurement occasions (e.g., if someone indicated a younger age at a later measurement occasion).
The German version (Borkenau & Ostendorf, 1994) of the 60-item NEO-Five-Factor-Inventory (NEO-FFI, Costa & McCrae, 1992) and the German version (Moshagen, Hilbig, & Zettler, 2014) of the 60-item HEXACO Personality Inventory-Revised (HEXACO-60; Ashton & Lee, 2009) were used to measure participants’ basic personality traits at T1. The NEO-FFI measures the five dimensions of the widely known FFM (Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism; see, e.g., Costa & McCrea, 2008). The HEXACO-60 measures the six dimensions of the HEXACO model (Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience). The inventories were presented in random order. Responses were made on a five-point Likert response scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.

At T2, the same dark trait measures as in the preceding studies were assessed, again presented in random order and with the same five-point response scale as before. Finally, at T3 participants completed nine self-report criterion measures (in random order) followed by two incentivized behavioral tasks. Selection of the nine self-report criterion measures was guided by the following rationale: First, we aimed to investigate whether D can predict a broad range of variables in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. Second, as a more critical test, we aimed to investigate whether the specific dark traits (i.e., the dark traits beyond D) predict relevant criteria over and beyond their common dark core. To this end, we inspected the articles introducing the nine dark traits under scrutiny (see Table 1) and reviewed all reported correlations of the respective dark trait with other variables that served as criterion measures for the trait under consideration. It is reasonable to assume that the criterion measures in the studies introducing the dark traits were chosen so as to be well-aligned with the construct being introduced such that a meaningful nomological net for said construct was obtained. In order to select one particularly well-aligned criterion measure for each of the dark traits in a non-arbitrary manner, we aimed to select the criterion variable (and corresponding measurement instrument) that showed the highest correlation with the
respective dark trait. Both Machiavellianism and Psychopathy showed its highest correlation with the same criterion measure (Nurturance) in the article introducing the Short Dark Triad (Jones & Paulhus, 2014). Therefore, we aimed to assess one further criterion that should differentiate between these dark traits. Based on the notion by Jones and Paulhus (2014) that “the element of impulsivity is key in distinguishing Psychopathy from Machiavellianism” (p. 29), we included a measure of Impulsivity (in addition to a measure of Nurturance). This procedure led to the selection of nine self-report criterion measures as summarized in Table 7.

**Aggression.** Aggression was selected based on its correlations with Spitefulness (.52 ≤ \( r \) ≤ .58) in Marcus et al. (2014), and was assessed via the 40-item Forms and Functions of Aggression Scale (Little, Henrich, Jones, & Hawley, 2003).

**Dominance.** Dominance was selected based on its correlation of \( r = .65 \) with Narcissism in Jones and Paulhus (2014), and was assessed via the respective 32-item scale of the IPIP-IPC (Markey & Markey, 2009).

**Impulsivity.** Impulsivity was selected based on the description by Jones and Paulhus (2014) to be the key distinguishing variable between Machiavellianism and Psychopathy. Impulsivity was not assessed in the article introducing the Short Dark Triad (Jones & Paulhus, 2014), so we selected a corresponding inventory from a different article (Jones & Paulhus, 2011). Specifically, we administered the 12-item Dysfunctional Impulsivity subscale of Dickman’s (1990) impulsivity inventory, showing correlations between Psychopathy and overall Impulsivity of .32 ≤ \( r \) ≤ .52 (Jones & Paulhus, 2011).

---

5 We deviated from this rule (and selected the outcome showing the next highest correlation) when the highest correlation was reported for links with other dark traits that are included in our operational definition of D (e.g., among the components of the Dark Triad) or when the highest correlation was reported for a variable that could not be administered in our study (which only occurred concerning the criterion for Egoism).
Insensitivity. Insensitivity was selected based on its correlation of \( r = -0.41 \) with Sadism in O’Meara et al. (2011), and was assessed via the respective 16-item subscale of the Empathy Quotient developed by Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright (2004).

Internalized Moral Identity. Internalized Moral Identity was selected based on its correlations with Moral Disengagement \((-0.55 \leq r \leq -0.42)\) in Moore et al. (2012), and was assessed via the respective 5-item scale of the measure of Moral Identity described by Aquino and Reed (2002). Therein, a description of a “moral” person (e.g., caring, fair, kind) is presented to participants who are then asked to indicate their level of agreement on a 5-point Likert scale to statements referring to this description.

Nurturance. Nurturance was selected based on its correlations with both Machiavellianism \((r = -0.43)\) and Psychopathy \((r = -0.49)\) in Jones and Paulhus (2014), and was assessed via the respective 32-item scale of the International Personality Item Pool-Interpersonal Circumplex (IPIP-IPC, Markey & Markey, 2009).

Perspective Taking. Perspective taking was selected based on its correlation of \( r = -0.43 \) with Psychological Entitlement in Campbell et al. (2004), and was assessed via the respective 7-item subscale of Davis’ (1983) Interpersonal Reactivity Index.

Power. Power was selected based on its correlation of \( r = 0.65 \) with Self-Interest in Gerbasi and Prentice (2013) and was assessed via the respective 4-item subscale of Schwartz’ Value Survey (e.g., Schwartz, 1992). Therein, respondents are asked to indicate the degree to which different values function as guiding principles for their lives on a 9-point Likert-scale ranging from \(-1 = \text{opposite to my values}\) to \(7 = \text{extremely important}\).

Self-Centeredness. Self-centeredness was selected based on its correlations with Egoism \((0.35 \leq r \leq 0.47)\) in Weigel et al. (1999), and was assessed via four items introduced by Grasmick, Tittle, Bursik, and Arneklev (1993).

Except for the scales assessing Moral Identity and Power, respectively, all measures use a Likert-scale as response format without any particular instruction, so we used a Likert-
based response format ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree for all these measures to maintain consistency. We translated measures for which no German translation was available (Aggression, Impulsivity, Insensitivity, Internalized Moral Identity, Perspective Taking, and Self-Centeredness) using the same approach as described above (i.e., translation-backtranslation technique with independent translators).

Administration of the measures proceeded in the following order: First, Internalized Moral Identity and Power were presented (given their non-standard questionnaire and response format) in randomized order. Second, the remaining seven self-report criterion measures (Aggression, Dominance, Impulsivity, Insensitivity, Nurturance, Perspective Taking, and Self-Centeredness) were presented, again in randomized order. Finally, the two behavioral tasks—first cheating, then DG choice—were presented.

In the first behavioral task, participants completed an incentivized cheating game that has been widely used in behavioral ethics research, the coin-toss-task. This is a structural equivalent of the “die under the cup” paradigm (e.g., Fischbacher & Föllmi-Heusi, 2013; Shalvi, Handgraaf, & De Dreu, 2011), and has been successfully adapted for use in online settings before (Hilbig & Zettler, 2015; Zettler, Hilbig, Moshagen, & de Vries, 2015). In the variant we used, participants were instructed to take a coin, to choose a target side (heads or tails), to toss the coin exactly twice, and to note down or memorize how often the target side came up. Participants were informed that they were going to be asked to report whether the target side came up exactly twice in two tosses, which was equivalent to “winning” and incurred an additional payoff of 5 Euros. They were also told that the probability of this happening by chance is 25% (as by the binomial distribution), and were assured that the additional payoff depended solely on their response. Finally (on a separate page after providing the information about the task), participants selected one of two response options, namely “yes, the coin came up on the target side exactly twice in exactly two tosses (so I will
receive an additional 5.00€ for this task)” or “no, the coin did not turn up on the target side exactly twice in exactly two tosses (so I will not receive an additional 5.00€ for this task)”.

The major advantage of this behavioral cheating paradigm is that it both provides an incentive and an opportunity to cheat, that is, to misreport in order to maximize payoffs without any dangers of self-incrimination. Since any one “yes”-response can always stem from an honest individual who got lucky, participants’ anonymity is protected (Moshagen, Hilbig, Erdfelder, & Moritz, 2014). At the same time, the aggregate probability of honest “yes”-responses is conclusively known (namely, 25%) and it is thus possible to estimate the extent of cheating on the aggregate (for details, see Moshagen & Hilbig, 2017).

In the second behavioral task, we again used the DG (as in Study 2), but this time in a fully incentivized version: Participants were provided with an endowment of 5 Euros that they were asked to allocate at will between themselves and another, anonymous person who was randomly chosen among the other participants of this study, thereby creating a dyadic-like situation. It was emphasized to participants that only their response mattered and that they would receive an additional payoff corresponding exactly to the amount they decided to keep. Finally, it was guaranteed to participants that the allocation was completely “real” not only for themselves, but also for the other person. Participants then selected the amount they wanted to keep versus give from a drop-down menu (specifying every amount from 0.00€ to 5.00€ in 0.50€-increments).

Note that both behavioral tasks were fully consequential and incentive-compatible, thus countering strong influences of response distortions such as social desirable or consistent responding—as probably did the time delay between the measurement occasions as well as the increased anonymity provided by the fact that payment was handled by the panel provider who was unaware of the task content (and merely informed of participants’ final additional payoffs by us). Anonymity (especially to the extent that even the response given cannot be in any way incriminating—as in the cheating task used) will render any motivation to appear
fair, honest, kind etc. towards others essentially irrelevant. Providing monetary incentives, in turn, will ensure that any remaining desire to retain a socially desirable self-image will at least have to compete with the desire to maximize one’s monetary payoff. Therefore, anonymous, incentivized tasks are commonly considered to be far less prone to socially desirable responding if not even completely unaffected (Thielmann, Heck, & Hilbig, 2016).

Consequently, these tasks essentially measure “actual” or “real” behavior (Baumeister et al., 2007; Hilbig, Glöckner, & Zettler, 2014; King, 2010) in the sense that people’s responses had corresponding material consequences without triggering any reputational concerns. In turn, associations between a self-report measure and anonymous, incentivized tasks cannot be a spurious result of socially desirable responding.

Nonetheless, since the behavioral tasks were assessed directly after the self-report criterion measures, effects of consistent reporting may still be present; however, this would primarily apply to the scales assessing the criterion variables, rather than the scales assessing the dark traits and thus D (which were assessed approximately 6 weeks in advance). Also, as argued above, the anonymity and monetary payoffs associated with the behavioral tasks should once more alleviate this concern.

Results and Discussion

The general analytic strategy and model specification were largely identical to Studies 1 and 2. Unlike in the preceding studies, there were no missing data (because participants were technically required to provide a response in order to proceed), so we used Satorra-Bentler (2001) corrected test-statistics and standard errors to address the effects of non-normality in the data, again in conjunction with the correction for model size proposed by Yuan et al. (2015). Table 8 shows the bivariate correlations among the nine non-residualized dark traits obtained from fitting a confirmatory factor model (without bifactor structure), $\chi^2(4,149) = 11,625.62, p < .01; \chi^2_{\text{crit}} = 16,626; \text{SRMR} = .056; \text{RMSEA} = .039 (.038 - .041)$. Compared to the previous studies, the intercorrelations were less pronounced in both
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directions: previously very strong correlations were slightly weaker, whereas previously rather low correlations were slightly stronger. Overall, however, the traits exhibited a strikingly similar pattern of correlations to the ones observed in the preceding studies with the majority of correlations again exceeding $r = .50$ (mean $r = .49$). Correspondingly, these results provide additional evidence concerning the existence of a common underlying characteristic.

The bifactor model positing D as a general factor along with the nine specific factors for the dark traits exhibited a good fit to the data, $\chi^2(4,092) = 11,352.90, p < .01$; $\chi^2_{\text{crit}} = 16,377$; $SRMR = .059$; $RMSEA = .038 (0.038 - 0.039)$. Likewise, this model was to be preferred over the confirmatory factor model without D in terms of information criteria, $AICs = 273,140$ vs. 273,365 and $BICs = 273,870$ vs. 273,983, and the evidence ratios (both > .999). All factor variances differed significantly from zero (range: 0.05 - 0.42) and the estimated loadings (Table 3) were in strong agreement with Studies 1 and 2. Concerning the extent to which D absorbs the dark traits, the $ECVs$ (Table 4) were slightly lower compared to the preceding studies, but nonetheless followed a very similar pattern: D explained the majority of the common variance in the items referring to Psychopathy ($ECV = .75$), Spitefulness ($ECV = .62$), Moral Disengagement ($ECV = .61$), Machiavellianism ($ECV = .60$), and Egoism ($ECV = .57$), accounted for a substantial proportion of the common variance in the items related to Sadism ($ECV = .43$) and Psychological Entitlement ($ECV = .38$), but was only modestly reflected in the items of Narcissism and Self-Interest (both $ECVs = .18$). In sum, Study 3 confirms our previous results with a more diverse and arguably more representative sample of participants in showing a substantial overlap between the nine considered dark traits, which can be attributed to the existence of a common dark core.

Testing for Acquiescence

Given that we relied on self-report questionnaires to assess the dark traits used in the measurement model for D and that these questionnaires are primarily (or exclusively) composed of positively-keyed items that describe socially undesirable characteristics (see
Table 1), individual differences in acquiescence as well as in the tendency to endorse socially undesirable items may contribute to the variance of the general factor imposed on the items. Therefore, the general factor arising in the bifactor model (which we interpret as D) may reflect a non-trivial amount of variance related to response styles.

The data obtained in this study offer a means to evaluate the extent to which this issue might affect the measurement of D by considering the average correlations of the general factor arising in the bifactor model to the positively-keyed versus the negatively-keyed items of the personality inventories (the NEO-FFI and the HEXACO-60). On average, the correlation of the general factor to the positively-keyed items of the NEO-FFI was $r = -0.02$ compared to an average correlation to the negatively-keyed items of $r = -0.13$. Concerning the HEXACO-60, the average correlation to the positively-keyed items was $r = -0.07$ as compared to $r = -0.18$ for the negatively-keyed items. Although the differences in correlations between positively and negatively keyed items appear to be rather modest, this result clearly suggests that the general factor in the bifactor specification indeed reflects some variance related to response styles in addition to substantive personality variance (because the general factor correlates more strongly with one group of items, namely, negatively keyed). Whereas the data at hand do not allow for an estimate of the proportion of variance that is due to response-styles, it must be kept in mind that this issue likely inflates associations to other variables that suffer from the same problem, i.e. the self-report criteria that are composed of positively-keyed items and measure undesired characteristics (Aggression, Dominance, Insensitivity, Power, and Self-Centeredness). Nevertheless, the general factor representing D is likely dominated by substantive personality variance as reflected in its empirical relations to variables that either measure a desirable characteristic (see below) or are entirely devoid of acquiescence, i.e., the behavioral outcomes considered next.

Behavioral Criterion Measures
Concerning the behavioral relevance of D, we first considered the cheating task as an indicator of unethical behavior. Of the participants, 37.4% responded “yes” to the question whether the coin had landed target side up in exactly two out of two tosses, which is highly comparable to previous findings with similar baseline probabilities (e.g., Hilbig & Zettler, 2015). Given that the baseline probability of winning (under complete honesty) is 25%, 17% (= (.374 - .25) / (1 - .25)) of the participants most likely cheated by incorrectly responding “yes” (Moshagen & Hilbig, 2017). In the following analyses, we treat the variable indicating participants’ “yes” or “no”-response as a proxy for actual cheating behavior. Note that this variable underestimates the true population parameters (Moshagen & Hilbig, 2017), because it conflates both honest respondents (who actually got lucky) and dishonest respondents who cheated. The latent variable models involving behavior in the cheating task were estimated using diagonally (robust) weighted least squares (B. Muthén, duToit, & Spisic, 1997; called wlsmv in Mplus), as this estimator has been shown to outperform other approaches when outcome variables are truly ordinal (Moshagen & Musch, 2014; Yang-Wallentin, Jöreskog, & Luo, 2010). Nested model tests were performed using the procedure outline in Asparouhov and Muthén (2006).

As shown in Table 8, all non-residualized dark traits were significantly positively associated with cheating on a bivariate basis, although the polychoric correlation estimates were small (ranging from \( r = .08 \) for Sadism to \( r = .17 \) for Egoism and Psychopathy). To evaluate whether the dark traits can predict cheating behavior over and beyond D, we

---

6 Moshagen and Hilbig (2017) proposed adapted approaches to estimate correlations and regression coefficients accounting for the contamination of the dependent variable by honest participants who actually won. Unfortunately, however, this approach has yet to be extended to cover latent variables. Note that the approach selected is more conservative in that it will underestimate the effect of D on cheating.
regressed the response variable in the cheating task on D and the specific factors using a probit link function (i.e., probit regression with latent variables). As can be seen from the probit regression coefficients shown in Table 6, D was the only variable that significantly predicted cheating behavior, $b = 0.19$ ($p < .01$).

We next attempted to replicate the finding from Study 2 of a strong association between D and selfishness in terms of DG choice. On average, participants decided to keep 72.6% ($SD = 26.4$) of the available amount of 5 Euros for themselves which is again highly compatible with typical DG behavior (Engel, 2011). Largely in agreement with Study 2, all non-residualized dark traits (except for Narcissism) showed a significantly positive correlation to the amount of money kept (ranging from .04 for Narcissism to .17 for Machiavellianism; Table 8). However, the bivariate associations to DG selfishness were weaker than in Study 2, which might be related to the longitudinal design or to the monetary payoffs involved, both of which reduce spurious covariance.

To evaluate the relative predictive ability of D versus the specific dark traits, we regressed DG selfishness on D and the specific factors (all as defined in the bifactor model) (Table 6). Note again that the specific factors are mutually independent and orthogonal to D. As in Study 2, D was the strongest predictor of selfishness ($\beta = .17$, $p < .01$), whereas of the specific factors only Psychological Entitlement significantly predicted said criterion ($\beta = .09$, $p < .05$) in the theoretically expected direction. Strikingly, the specific factors for Moral Disengagement and Narcissism showed positive (rather than negative) relationships to DG choice, indicating that these specific factors seem to carry a theoretically reversed meaning (as compared to their original meaning) once the common core is controlled for.

Overall, these results are congruent with Study 2 in confirming that maximizing one’s own utility at the expense of another’s is a psychological core characteristic of D. Also as in Study 2, only Psychological Entitlement positively predicted selfishness beyond D, suggesting that Psychological Entitlement carries additional behaviorally relevant meaning.
Correspondingly, the prediction of selfish behavior in the DG provides results highly congruent with the prediction of unethical behavior in the cheating task, in that D was an important predictor for both measures. By contrast, once their common core is accounted for, none of the specific dark traits predicts behavior in the cheating task, and only one specific dark trait (Psychological Entitlement) predicts behavior in the DG in a theoretically plausible direction.

**Self-report Criterion Measures**

As additional tests of the validity of D versus the specific factors, we assessed nine self-reported criterion measures that were correlated most strongly with one of the considered dark traits in the articles that originally proposed one (or more) of the considered dark traits. In the following, we refer to this criterion as the “target criterion” of each respective trait.

Instead of fitting one very large model that includes all dark traits and all criteria simultaneously, we adopted a sequential modeling strategy. Specifically, we determined the correlations and performed the regressions by fitting one model for each of the nine criteria (with the exception of the Dominance and Nurturance dimensions of the interpersonal circumplex, which were estimated and related to the relevant traits in a single model). Thus, for each criterion, we computed two models that included (1) the criterion and the nine non-residualized dark traits (but not D) versus (2) the criterion, the specific factors, and D. The criteria were always modeled as a single latent variable. The interpersonal circumplex contains eight lower-order scales comprising four items each (so-called octants) that are hypothesized to exist in a circumplex structure with the Dominance and Nurturance dimensions defining the primary axes of the circumplex. Correspondingly, the lower-order scales were modeled as first-order latent factors. Based on these first-order factors, the Dominance and Nurturance dimensions were obtained as orthogonal second-order factors by constraining the loadings of the first-order factors on the two second-order factors to a circumplex structure (for details, see Gaines, Panter, Lyde, Steers, & Al, 1997; Tracey, 2000).
All confirmatory factor models (without bifactor structure) fitted the data satisfactorily, with the RMSEAs ranging from .034 to .044 and the SRMRs from .057 to .065. Likewise, all bifactor models also exhibited a good fit to the data, $RMSEAs = .038 - .044; SRMRs = .059 - .067$.

On a bivariate basis, each non-residualized dark trait was significantly correlated with its target criterion in the expected direction (Table 8). In most cases, the correlations found here were highly similar in magnitude to the ones reported in the original studies (see Table 7), with two exceptions: The correlation between Moral Disengagement and Internalized Moral Identity ($r = -.24$) was substantially smaller than in the study by Moore et al. (2012; $r = -.42$ and -.55). Similarly, Psychological Entitlement was only weakly associated with Perspective Taking ($r = -.12$ as opposed to $r = -.43$ in Campbell et al., 2004). However, both Moral Disengagement and Psychological Entitlement exhibited moderate to strong associations to the remaining criteria in a psychologically meaningful way, so it seems safe to conclude that both questionnaires provide appropriate measures of the underlying traits.

To critically test whether the dark traits continue to predict their target criterion once the common dark core is controlled for, we regressed each criterion on D and all specific factors. Again, note that D and the specific factors are mutually uncorrelated, allowing for a straightforward interpretation of the regression coefficients. The regression results are presented in Table 9. D significantly predicted all criteria, including those indicating positively connoted attributes (Internalized Moral Identity, Nurturance, Perspective-Taking), and was the strongest predictor for all but one criterion (Dominance). Conversely, most of the specific dark traits (with the exceptions of Psychopathy and Sadism) exhibited significant associations with only one or two of the criteria in a psychologically meaningful way. Indeed, the majority of the specific dark traits (Egoism, Machiavellianism, Moral Disengagement, Psychological Entitlement, and Spitefulness) did not predict their respective target criterion in the theoretical expected direction over and beyond D. Of the remaining specific dark traits,
the incremental contribution of Psychopathy ($\beta = .16$) and Sadism ($\beta = .09$) in the prediction of Impulsivity and Insensitivity, respectively, was rather small. Only the specific factors of Narcissism ($\beta = .66$) and Self-Interest ($\beta = .38$) substantially increased the explained proportion of the variance in Dominance and Power, respectively, over the variance accounted for by D ($\beta = .26$ and $\beta = .47$).

The relations between D and the various criteria also avails further evaluation of our purported definition of D. Reflecting the tendency to maximize one’s own utility, D was strongly related to Self-Centeredness, Power, (lack of) Internalized Moral Identity, and Dominance. Further, in agreement with the characteristic of D to disregard or provoke disutility for others, D exhibited strong associations to Aggression, (lack of) Nurturance, (lack of) Perspective Taking, and (lack of) Internalized Moral Identity. Finally—although not explicitly represented by any of the considered criteria—the third characteristic feature of D that individuals hold beliefs that serve as justifications is supported by the positive relation to Dominance in tandem with the negative relation to Nurturance, which is often considered the octant of the interpersonal circumplex reflecting narcissistic personality disorders and thus reflects the belief of one’s own superiority (Miller, Price, Gentile, Lynam, & Campbell, 2012; Ruiz, Smith, & Rhodewalt, 2001).

As explained in detail above, selection of a respective dark trait’s target criterion was guided by the rationale that the construct validation of a newly proposed dark trait will have relied on criterion variables that are well-aligned with the considered construct. By selecting the one criterion that correlated most strongly in the article introducing a dark trait, we attempted to define an appropriate target criterion for each dark trait in a non-arbitrary manner. However, clearly, this is not meant to imply that the remaining criterion variables considered here would be irrelevant for the other dark traits. Thus, we now consider the full set of correlations to the criterion measures for each specific dark trait to evaluate the meaning of the specific dark traits more comprehensively.
Of the specific dark traits, Psychopathy and Sadism showed various theoretically plausible links to the criteria even after controlling for D. The residualized factor for Psychopathy was significantly negatively related to Internalized Moral Identity and significantly positively related to Self-Centeredness, Dominance, Impulsivity, Insensitivity, and Aggression. Similarly, the specific factor for Sadism exhibited a significantly negative association with Nurturance and significantly positive associations with Self-Centeredness, Insensitivity, and Aggression. These results suggest that both traits, Psychopathy and Sadism, comprise aspects consistent with their respective theoretical conceptualization that are not entirely reflected in D (in particular with respect to a stronger propensity to behave aggressively and a lower sensitivity towards others). This is particularly noteworthy concerning Psychopathy in light of the rather strong D saturation of Psychopathy as indicated by the corresponding ECV (Table 4). In tandem with fact that D predicted various criteria (including the behavioral criteria) that were not predicted by the residualized factor for Psychopathy, this indicates that neither Psychopathy can be reduced to D nor that, vice versa, Psychopathy is simply a substitute of D.

In contrast to Psychopathy and Sadism, the remaining specific dark traits showed a less clear pattern, often exhibiting theoretically implausible or even downright theory-inconsistent relations with the criteria. The specific factor for Moral Disengagement, for example, displayed theoretically implausible links by a positive relation to Nurturance and a negative relation to Power. Mixed results also occurred with respect to the other dark traits. For example, the specific factor for Egoism, while positively related to Insensitivity, positively predicted Perspective Taking and negatively predicted Dominance and Power. These regression coefficients differ qualitatively from the respective bivariate associations of the non-residualized Egoism trait, which suggests that the residualized factor for Egoism (controlled for D) carries a very different meaning than the non-residualized Egoism factor. Similarly, the residualized factor for Machiavellianism, while associated with higher Power,
showed *positive* regression coefficients in the prediction of Nurturance and Internalized Moral Identity, and *negative* coefficients in the prediction of Impulsivity and Aggression, even though the bivariate associations involving the non-residualized Machiavellianism factor consistently suggested the opposite. Likewise, the residualized factor for Self-Interest, while related to higher Power, was *positively* related to Nurturance, Internalized Moral Identity, and Perspective Taking. As these cases illustrate, remaining similarities between the items of some dark traits that are not accounted for by D may require a specific factor; however, these specific factors can strongly differ from the original theoretical conceptualization of the dark trait in question. The residualized Egoism factor (i.e., the specific factor after controlling for D), for example, primarily seems to reflect high levels of Impulsivity and Insensitivity (which are only partly comprised in D), rather than a lack of Perspective Taking or increased Self-Centeredness. In any case, the key conclusion concerning the role of D is straightforward: D showed a highly meaningful and generally strong pattern of associations to a large number of criteria relevant to the domain of dark traits (indeed, all of the ones investigated herein).

In sum, these results can be interpreted as support for the substantive nature of D in terms of reflecting the tendency to maximize one’s own utility at the cost of others, accompanied by beliefs that serve as justification. Overall, the regression results thus indicate that (1) D indeed captures psychologically relevant meaning in agreement with our conceptualization and cannot be reasonably explained as reflecting a mere measurement artifact and (2) most of the dark traits considered do not (or only marginally) contribute to the prediction of relevant criteria, once the contribution of their common dark core is accounted for.

*Locating D in Basic Personality Space*

The final purpose of Study 3 was to locate D in the personality space as spanned by the Five-Factor-Model (FFM) and the HEXACO Model of Personality, respectively. For these analyses, we used all respondents who successfully completed the second measurement
occasion as a database ($N = 1,261$). The FFM and the HEXACO personality dimensions were modeled as (first-order) latent variables. Specifically, each personality dimension was measured through its associated items in the corresponding inventories, while assuming a perfect simple structure. For example, FFM Openness and Conscientiousness were modeled as single, correlated, latent variables as measured by the 12 Openness and the 12 Conscientiousness items of the NEO-FFI, respectively. All secondary loadings were fixed to zero, as were all correlations between the item residuals. The full model thus comprised the bifactor structure for the items measuring the dark traits as described in detail above (comprising D along with the specific factors for each of the dark traits), five factors for the FFM dimensions, and another six factors for the HEXACO dimensions. All latent factors were allowed to correlate, except that D and all specific dark trait factors were constrained to be orthogonal (as dictated by the bifactor structure and described in detail above).

As shown in Table 10, in both models of personality structure, D was characterized by low levels of Conscientiousness ($r = -.27$ and -.32 in the FFM and the HEXACO, respectively) and low levels of Agreeableness ($r = -.69$ and -.45). The difference between the latter coefficients is plausible given that, unlike FFM Agreeableness, HEXACO Agreeableness primarily covers reactive aspects such as tolerance, lenience, and forgiveness whereas active aspects such as fairness and honesty (that are also part of FFM Agreeableness) are assigned to the Honesty-Humility factor in the HEXACO model (Ashton & Lee, 2005). In line with this reasoning, D additionally exhibited a strong negative relation to Honesty-Humility ($r = -.80$). Moreover, D was weakly (but significantly) associated with low Openness ($r = -.11$ and -.05 in the FFM and the HEXACO, respectively) and low Extraversion ($r = -.15$ and -.17). Qualitatively different associations occurred for Neuroticism in the FFM ($r = .20$) and Emotionality in the HEXACO model ($r = -.09$). This difference might be explained by the fact that FFM Neuroticism contains aspects of angry hostility (as well as impulsiveness and irritability), whereas HEXACO Emotionality does not.
In light of the high correlation between D and Honesty-Humility and bearing in mind that Honesty-Humility in and of itself is a theoretical candidate for what may constitute the common core of dark traits (Lee & Ashton, 2014), we further investigated whether D merely reflects the negative pole of Honesty-Humility or whether D comprises psychologically meaningful variance beyond Honesty-Humility. To evaluate the ability of D to account for incremental variance in relevant criteria, we performed latent regression analyses involving D and a latent factor for Honesty-Humility (measured by the corresponding items of the HEXACO-60). Specifically, we regressed each criterion administered in this study—i.e., the nine self-report criteria and the two behavioral tasks—on Honesty-Humility alone (Model 1) as well as on Honesty-Humility and D (Model 2) to evaluate whether the latter model including D incrementally explains variance in the criterion over the first model involving Honesty-Humility alone. In interpreting these results, it should be kept in mind that the measurement model for D—unlike the one for Honesty-Humility—predominantly comprises positively keyed items assessing socially undesirable characteristics, thus giving rise to the concern that D might also reflect variance related to response styles in addition to substantive trait variance. As a consequence, the associations between D and other self-report measures assessing socially undesirable attributes with unbalanced scales might be inflated.

As shown in Table 11, D improved the prediction of the majority of criteria (.03 ≤ ΔR² ≤ .18), with the exceptions of Dominance, Power, DG choice, and cheating. Note that the latter results are not surprising, given the fact that D, while encompassing both (dis-)honesty
and (un-)fairness, cannot be considered as a pure measure of honesty or fairness (unlike Honesty-Humility). By implication, as soon as individual differences on these variables are accounted for by Honesty-Humility, little is left to explain by D on criteria that specifically measure modesty (Dominance, Power), selfishness (DG choice), and honesty (cheating). In contrast to this, D improves upon Honesty-Humility with regard to other negatively connoted criteria (Insensitivity, $\Delta R^2 = .18$; Aggression, $\Delta R^2 = .13$; Self-Centeredness, $\Delta R^2 = .11$), but also concerning positively connoted criteria (Nurturance, $\Delta R^2 = .13$; Internalized Moral Identity, $\Delta R^2 = .06$; Perspective Taking, $\Delta R^2 = .03$). Note that variance related to response styles might have inflated the association between D and the negatively connoted criteria, however, this issue would actually suppress the association to positively connoted criteria. In tandem, these results indicate that, although Honesty-Humility clearly provides a good proxy, D reflects a specific mélange of personality characteristics not identical with one single basic personality trait, which is also in line with the findings reported above that D is comprises variance related to Agreeableness and Conscientiousness.

Relatedly, we also investigated whether D incrementally predicts the criterion measures once controlling for all FFM and HEXACO personality dimensions to investigate whether D comprises variances that lies outside contemporary models of personality structure. Again, we performed latent regression analyses predicting the criteria either by the five FFM (or six HEXACO) dimensions (Model 1) or by said basic personality dimensions and D (Model 2) to evaluate whether D may account for additional variance. Results indicated that D significantly improved the prediction of dishonest behavior in the cheating task as well as Self-Centeredness, Dominance, Impulsivity, Insensitivity, Power, and Aggression ($0.01 \leq \Delta R^2 \leq 0.10$) over all five FFM dimensions. Beyond the HEXACO dimensions, D incrementally predicted Self-Centeredness, Internalized Moral Identity, Impulsivity, Insensitivity, and Aggression ($0.02 \leq \Delta R^2 \leq 0.10$). In tandem, these results indicate that D is not entirely reflected
in either the FF or the HEXACO model, but instead comprises substantive personality variance that lies outside the space spanned by these models.

Overall, this study further substantiated and extended the findings of the preceding studies, using a more representative and larger sample, longitudinally investigating links to a diverse set of self-report criterion measures, and considering different measures of actual behavior. It was again shown that the considered dark traits share a common core in line with our conceptualization of D, which captures most of the behaviorally meaningful variance across the dark traits, as evident in the prediction results concerning (incentivized) behavioral and self-reported criteria in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. Unlike D, the specific dark traits only sporadically exhibited substantial and theoretically plausible relations with the criterion measures, even though the latter were selected based on maximal criterion validity of the dark traits. Finally, locating D in the personality space showed that D is associated with (low) Agreeableness and (low) Conscientiousness in both personality models considered, and (low) Honesty-Humility in the HEXACO model. Although D thus clearly overlaps with basic personality traits and especially Honesty-Humility, prediction of the diverse criteria did show that D comprises aspects beyond Honesty-Humility and indeed both complete models of personality structure.

A remaining open question pertains to the specific operational definition used for D thus far. Our theoretical conceptualization of D does not depend on particular dark traits (let alone on particular items), but is instead deemed to reflect a general behavioral tendency in a fluid sense. In theoretical terms, any dark trait is a specific manifestation of D, so that D represents the underlying driving force for a large number of dark traits, including, but not limited to the ones considered. By implication, the meaning of D must not depend on any particular dark trait (let alone item) included in its measurement model. Using a simulation approach, the fourth study was directed towards critically testing the hypothesis that D is a
meaningful (and predictively valid) factor irrespective of specific dark traits (i.e., dark trait measures) included as indicators of D.

**Study 4**

The purpose of the final study was to investigate the assumption that D can be understood as a fluid construct, much like the g factor of intelligence in the ability domain. Specifically, we proposed that D is not exclusively defined by any particular indicator of a single or a set of dark traits, but rather a general underlying tendency responsible for the commonalities among various dark traits, consequently representing their common core. If this holds, the meaning of D must be largely independent of any one indicator variable, that is, the specific set of dark traits included or items employed.

**Methods**

We tested the notion of D as a fluid concept by resorting to a simulation (or resampling) approach. More specifically, in each simulation, we omitted a certain proportion or a particular set of items from the measurement model of D. We then evaluated the degree to which this affects the meaning and predictive validity of D by considering the correlation of the reduced version of D (as measured through a subset of the available indicators) with the complete version of D (as measured by all available indicators). As a data base, we pooled the samples of Studies 1–3, thereby obtaining information on a total of 93 items to measure nine different dark traits (as described in detail in Study 1) in one large sample comprising \( N = 2,659 \) observations.

Because it is not possible to formulate a structural equation model that jointly estimates a full and a reduced version of an otherwise identical latent variable, we relied on estimated factor scores to compute correlations between the full and a reduced version of D instead. The use of factor scores is subject to a drawback, however. If the latent variable is not well defined through its own indicators, different approaches to obtain factor scores may lead
to highly diverging results (Rodriguez, Reise, & Haviland, 2016). The validity of the approach of using factor scores as an approximation of latent variables thus critically hinges on the adequacy of the factor model. Fortunately, indices of factor determinacy indicated that D is very well defined: the index of construct replicability (Hancock & Mueller, 2001) was $H = .96$ and the index of factor determinacy (the correlation of factor scores with the factor; Beauducel, 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2016) was $FD = .96$, thereby scoring well above the recommended values of .70 (Hancock & Mueller, 2001) and .90 (Gorsuch, 1983), respectively. Thus, the estimated factor scores are sufficiently determinate to conclude that “individual differences on the factor score estimates are good representations of true individual differences on the factor” (Rodriguez et al., 2016, p. 142).

Given that relying on factor scores is a reasonable and reliable approach in the present context, we first estimated the factor scores for the complete version of D (including all available items) using the bifactor specification outlined in detail above. Next, we obtained the factor scores when measuring D through a subset of the available items, again using a bifactor specification analogous to the full model. Finally, we correlated the thereby obtained factor scores with the one obtained from the fully specified D.

We considered two types of reduced item sets. First, we defined measurement models for D that omitted the items of one of the dark traits, thereby obtaining nine factor score estimates for D based on reduced models that omitted the indicators of one particular dark trait. In a similar vein, we also defined a measurement model for D that omitted the items of all Dark Triad traits (i.e., Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and Psychopathy) at once. The second type of reduced item sets was determined by randomly omitting either 50% or 75% percent of the available items, so that D was measured through a random subset of 46 or 23 items, respectively, again using a bifactor specification (whenever at least three items of a specific dark trait were retained; when only two items were included, we freely estimated the correlation between the residuals of these items). This random selection of the items was
repeated 1,000 times each. The second approach thus led to 2,000 factor score estimates, each based on a different set of indicator items for D. If D can be seen as a fluid construct, the particular set of items used to measure D should not matter to a great extent, so that all estimated factor scores should be strongly correlated.

Beyond determining the correlation of these reduced versions of D with each other and the complete version of D, we also replicated the regression results in Study 3 (based on the sample of \( N = 882 \) respondents who completed Study 3). Specifically, we predicted the target criteria (as defined above) by reduced versions of D that omitted the items of the one dark trait for which the criterion was deemed of core relevance. For instance, we predicted Self-Centeredness as a target criterion for Egoism by the non-residualized Egoism factor and the reduced D omitting all items of the Egoism scale. If D can be regarded as a general underlying disposition that represents the core of dark traits independently of their specific indicators, D must continue to predict said criteria even after omission of the respective dark traits from its measurement model.

**Results and Discussion**

We first consider the results obtained when omitting the items of one of the dark traits from the measurement model for D. The correlations among the thereby obtained factor scores, as well as the correlations to the factor scores obtained with the full model including all items, are shown in Table 12. Generally, the correlations to the factor scores obtained with the complete model were extremely high (all \( r \geq .95 \)), as were the correlations among differently reduced models (all \( r \geq .94 \)). Even excluding all items pertaining to the Dark Triad traits from the measurement model did not change the meaning of D to a substantial degree, as evidenced by a correlation to the factor scores obtained with the complete measurement model of \( r = .95 \). These results indicate that the items of any one particular dark trait or the Dark Triad only play a minor role in the measurement of D. Stated differently, D has virtually the same meaning, regardless of whether the items of one particular dark trait are omitted.
This supports the notion of D as a fluid concept and thus the behavioral tendency underlying dark traits in general.

In addition, we also replicated the regressions in Study 3 by predicting the criteria by reduced versions of D. In particular, we were most interested in the ability of D to account for variance in a target criterion when the items of the respective dark trait (for which the criterion had originally served as strong validation) were omitted in the measurement model of D. To this end, we estimated structural equation models that specified a bifactor structure for D (as measured through the items of eight dark traits; otherwise specified the same way as in the preceding studies), eight residualized factors for the specific dark traits, one non-residualized factor for the dark trait omitted from the measurement model of D, and another non-residualized factor for the target criterion itself. For example, Self-Centeredness (modeled as non-residualized factor) was predicted by the non-residualized Egoism factor (as measured through its associated items) and the reduced D factor in a bifactor specification (as measured by all dark trait items except for the items of the Egoism scale). In line with the bifactor specification, this model also comprised eight specific (residualized) factors for the remaining dark traits (i.e., the specific factors for Machiavellianism, Moral Disengagement, Narcissism, Psychological Entitlement, Psychopathy, Sadism, Self-Interest, and Spitefulness). However, the specific factors, while required for a proper specification of the bifactor model, were not included in the regression equation as predictor variables. Because the reduced version of D and the remaining non-residualized dark trait were correlated, we base our considerations on the bivariate associations with the target criterion. Furthermore, we evaluated the change in the $R^2$ when predicting the criterion by D alone (Model 1) or by D and the respective non-residualized dark trait (Model 2) to test whether the respective non-residualized dark trait can account for variance in its target criterion over the reduced version of D (that does not include the very items of this dark trait). The results are presented in Table 13.
As expected (and congruent with Study 3), the reduced versions of D were significantly and substantially correlated with each criterion in the expected direction \((.24 < |r| < .63)\). Of the non-residualized dark traits, Narcissism and Self-interest (and, to a lesser extent, Psychopathy and Sadism) incrementally accounted for a substantial proportion of variance in their respective target criteria over the reduced versions of D, indicating that these traits capture unique variance beyond D and, thus, that neither of these traits can be used as a substitute for D. However, five out of the nine dark traits did not (or only very weakly; \(\Delta R^2 \leq .01\)) improve the prediction of “their own” target criteria over the reduced version of D. These results are closely aligned with those of Study 3, but offer the vital extension that the items of the very target construct are not even required in the measurement model of D concerning a wide array of target criteria. Even under these conditions, D accounted for most of the explained variance in the majority of criteria, thereby again indicating that D captures the behaviorally relevant dark core of many different dark traits without crucially depending on any one of these as an indicator.

These results give rise to the question how many items can be omitted from the measurement model for D without changing its meaning to a substantial degree. To this end, we randomly omitted 50% or 75% percent of the available items from the measurement model of D and repeated this process 1,000 times each. The obtained distributions of correlations between the randomly reduced versions of D to the complete version of D are summarized in Table 14. It is evident that omitting 50% of items at random still leads to factor scores that are strongly correlated with the full version of D. For example, the 5th percentile of the distributions of correlations was .96, showing that 95% of all reduced versions comprising only a random half of the items correlated at least to .96 with the complete version. Similarly, even randomly omitting 75% of items had a negligible impact on the meaning of D in the vast majority of situations, given a median correlation of .94 in this case. Finally, we also evaluated the distributions of correlations between the factor scores
among the reduced versions of D. With 50% of items omitted, the resulting factor scores were still correlated with each other to at least .93 in almost all situations. Somewhat lower (but still high) intercorrelations were obtained when omitting 75% of items, with a median of .89 even in this scenario.

In tandem, the results of this study show that a very similar D emerges from highly diverse item sets and thereby provide strong support for both (1) the idea that D is a fluid concept that does not depend on a particular set of items, nor a large number of items, nor particular indicator constructs, and (2) the more general theoretical position that D can be understood as the basic tendency underlying dark traits in general.

**General Discussion**

Ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior affects the everyday lives of literally billions of people and has thus spurred much interest among researchers. Among all the different approaches to describe, understand, and predict such behavior, personality psychologists have considered stable individual differences as one source of explanation. Dating back to research in the early 1950s, many different personality traits related to ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior have been proposed, including, for example, Machiavellianism (Christie & Geis, 1970) and Psychoticism (e.g., Eysenck & Eysenck, 1976), or, more recently, Sadism (O’Meara et al., 2011) and Spitefulness (Marcus et al., 2014). As a result, a notable body of knowledge has been accumulated concerning the similarities and dissimilarities between different dark traits (e.g., Jonason et al., 2009; Jones & Figueredo, 2013; Lee & Ashton, 2014; Paulhus, 2014), the psychometric characteristics of widely-used questionnaires aiming to assess dark traits (e.g., Paulhus & Jones, 2015), and, ultimately, the links between dark traits and diverse outcomes (e.g., Blais et al., 2014; Buckels et al., 2013). In particular, there is consistent evidence showing that various dark traits are
empirically associated to a notable extent (e.g., Book et al., 2016; Muris et al., 2017; O’Boyle et al., 2012), in turn suggesting that dark traits share common characteristics.

Based on this substantial body of knowledge, we have herein provided a theoretical conceptualization of the basic and general dispositional tendency underlying dark traits. This common dark core, which we call the Dark Factor of Personality ($D$), is understood as a fluid construct, independent of any particular dark trait. Correspondingly, we showed that different dark traits can be understood as specific manifestations of this basic and broad dispositional tendency (Studies 1-3), that $D$ predicts a multitude of criteria in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior (Studies 2-3), that $D$ continues to predict these criteria even after removing relevant indicator variables (Study 4), how $D$ relates to basic traits as defined in models of personality structure (Study 3), and that $D$ generally does not depend on any particular indicator variable included (Study 4).

**The Common Core of Dark Traits: The Dark Factor of Personality**

In a series of studies, we demonstrated that the commonalities among several dark traits can be attributed to a single core, the Dark Factor of Personality ($D$), which reflects the basic dispositional tendency to maximize one's individual utility—disregarding, accepting, or malevolently provoking disutility for others—, accompanied by beliefs that serve as justifications. By implication, $D$ represents the prime source of variance for individual differences on dark traits, so that dark traits constitute specific instances of this more general underlying tendency. In line with this reasoning, in three studies, $D$ emerged as a single factor underlying a diverse set of dark traits (including both more traditional dark traits and those that have been introduced recently), namely, Egoism, Machiavellianism, Moral Disengagement, Narcissism, Psychological Entitlement, Psychopathy, Sadism, Self-Interest, and Spitefulness.

Beyond providing support for the notion that $D$ captures the commonalities among a diverse set of traits, the degree to which the dark traits are subsumed in $D$ closely mirrors our
definition of D. That is, we defined D in terms of broad, interrelated characteristics—utility maximization along with disutility infliction, and justifying beliefs—and indeed found a particularly high D saturation for dark traits that place a strong emphasis on several of these aspects (e.g., Machiavellianism, Psychopathy, Spitefulness). By comparison, dark traits primarily focusing on one of these aspects (e.g., Narcissism, Psychological Entitlement, Self-Interest) showed a lower D saturation.

The theoretical characterization of D was also supported by the fact that items directly addressing the broad characteristics defining D exhibited particularly high loadings on D, for example “I’ll say anything to get what I want” (referring to utility maximization), “There have been times when I was willing to suffer some small harm so that I could punish someone else who deserved it” (referring to inflicting disutility for others), or “I honestly feel I’m just more deserving than others” (referring to justifying beliefs). In contrast, items that did not bear a clear relation to any of the characteristics defining D were virtually unrelated to D, e.g. “Hearing others praise me is something I look forward to.” or “Nowadays a person has to live pretty much for today and let tomorrow take care of itself”. In sum, the pattern of item loadings is in close agreement with the theoretical conceptualization of D. In addition, the observation that items referring to such diverse beliefs and behaviors exhibit a similar association with D can be interpreted as immediate support for the proposition that D indeed captures general individual differences on dark traits.

Further support for the proposal that D acts as the prime source of variance responsible for individual differences in dark traits and captures behaviorally relevant meaning was provided by testing for the prediction of various criteria in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior. Indeed, D accounted for a substantial proportion of the variance in selfish behavior (as measured through the dictator game), in unethical behavior (as measured through a cheating task), and strongly predicted nine different self-report criteria (namely, Aggression, Dominance, Impulsivity, Internalized Moral Identity, Insensitivity,
Nurturance, Perspective Taking, Power, and Self-Centeredness) all of which had been selected due to their immediate relevance for one of the specific dark traits considered. By contrast, the specific dark traits only sporadically improved the prediction of these criteria beyond D in a psychologically meaningful way. Overall, D thus functioned as a strong underlying factor subsuming diverse dark personality characteristics and their consequences in terms of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior.

**D in Relation to Basic Personality Traits**

We also located D in the personality space as spanned by both the FFM (McCrae & Costa, 2008) and the HEXACO model (Ashton & Lee, 2007) to substantiate the theoretical meaning of D and to evaluate how D is reflected in the space spanned by contemporary models of basic personality traits. With regard to the FFM, and in line with previous studies linking dark traits to the Big Five (Muris et al., 2017; O’Boyle et al., 2012), D was primarily related to low Agreeableness and low Conscientiousness, indicating that individuals high in D are characterized by a lack of compliance, kindness, and modesty as well as higher impulsivity, lack of law-abiding, rule-following, and self-control, especially when dealing with others. In addition, D also exhibited weak to moderate links to (low) Extraversion and Neuroticism, probably reflecting a less sociable and more anxious, irritable, or moody manner. Also, regression results revealed that D incrementally predicted 7 out of the 11 considered criterion measures over the FFM dimensions, including dishonest behavior in the cheating task. This suggests that D comprises behaviorally meaningful variance that lies outside the personality space spanned by the FFM dimensions.

Highly similar results were obtained with respect to HEXACO Agreeableness (subject to the conceptual differences between Big Five and HEXACO Agreeableness, Ashton, Lee, & de Vries, 2014) and Conscientiousness. Different from FFM Neuroticism, D exhibited a negative —albeit weak—correlation to Emotionality, which is probably due to the fact that Emotionality does not comprise aspects of angry hostility or irritability (unlike FFM-
Neuroticism). Most strikingly, and mirroring previous notions that Honesty-Humility in particular may be the prime basic personality dimension responsible for commonalities between the Dark Triad components (Book et al., 2015; Lee & Ashton, 2014), D exhibited a strong negative correlation to Honesty-Humility indicating that key characteristics of Honesty-Humility are mirrored in D and vice versa.

In the HEXACO model, Honesty-Humility subsumes the aspects of fairness, sincerity, greed avoidance, and modesty (e.g., Ashton et al., 2014; Lee & Ashton, 2006; Zettler & Hilbig, 2015). Clearly, this conceptualization is closely related to the main characteristics defining D, first and foremost utility maximization (greed and lack of sincerity in Honesty-Humility terms) and justifying beliefs (lack of modesty in Honesty-Humility terms). Nevertheless, the results also show that D is more than the negative pole of Honesty-Humility, given that D substantially improved the prediction of the majority of the considered criteria over Honesty-Humility (and all six HEXACO factors, respectively), in particular with respect to Aggression, Insensitivity, (lack of) Nurturance, and Self-Centeredness. Moreover, D is additionally defined by inflicting disutility on others (even to the extent that one may accept costs so as to inflict even greater costs on other) which is not mirrored well in Honesty-Humility. In the latter, disutility for others is typically a by-product of utility maximization, but not considered a source of utility of itself.

Thus, on a conceptual level, D differs from Honesty-Humility in at least three respects. First, justifying beliefs of individuals high in D include, but are not limited to a sense of superiority or entitlement. For instance, individuals may also adopt a cynical world-view, endorse ideologies favoring dominance, or may think that everyone looks for himself first as justifying beliefs. Second, individuals high in D are not only motivated by monetary payoffs or achieving a higher social status, but may also strive for less tangible types of utility such as feelings of joy, pleasure, or self-enhancement in general. Finally, our definition of D recognizes that individuals may derive utility from the very act of inflicting disutility on
others. The latter implies that individuals high in D may engage in behaviors that reduce their own utility in terms of money or status, but increase their utility in terms of pleasure or joy as a result of other’s disutility. For example, high D individuals may be willing to pay money in order to see others suffer, which is difficult to reconcile within the conceptualization of Honesty-Humility. Likewise, acts of revenge, which are attributed to Agreeableness rather than Honesty-Humility in the HEXACO model (Ashton et al., 2014; Hilbig, Thielmann, Klein, & Henninger, 2016), can also be understood as deriving utility from inflicting disutility on others.

In sum, Honesty-Humility clearly bears notable resemblance to D and is the basic personality dimension that most closely approximates D. However, D also comprises a different array of behaviors and thus cannot be thought of merely reflecting the negative pole of Honesty-Humility. Finally, it should be noted that D is not well suited for inclusion in a more general model of personality dimensions akin to the FFM or HEXACO model. Since D represents a blend of basic traits, achieving orthogonality to other basic personality dimensions (which is generally desired) would require rotating those dimensions to positions in the personality space that are difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, to more strictly dissociate D from Honesty-Humility, future studies should consider additional (behavioral) criteria with a particular emphasis on the aspect of actively provoking disutility for others (e.g., Buckels et al., 2013), possibly even in the face of individual cost.

The Fluid Nature of D and Implications for its Measurement

D is conceptualized as a general behavioral disposition constituting the major source of variance underlying individual differences in dark traits. Thus, any dark trait also reflects D as a specific manifestation thereof, albeit to a varying degree. D is therefore not defined by a single or a particular set of dark traits, but is proposed to represent a fluid concept that does not depend on particular indicator variables. We tested this notion in a series of simulation studies by excluding specific dark traits, all components of the Dark Triad, or random (even
large) sets of items across all dark trait measures from the measurement model for D. All reduced versions of D were highly correlated with the complete version of D, and the predictive power of D for the diverse outcomes was, with few exceptions, still notably high when reduced variants of D were considered, thereby providing strong support in favor of the proposal that D is to be considered as a fluid concept. In fact, D continued to predict criteria that were selected for their high association with a particular dark trait even after excluding all items of said dark trait from the measurement model for D.

The fluid character of D yields some important implications. Unlike the theoretical characterization of D on the construct level, the operational definition of D obviously depends on the indicators of the dark traits included, so that (slight) shifts in meaning are to be expected when different sets of dark traits are investigated. Much like the g factor in the ability domain, any specific operational definition of D is thus “flavored” (Carroll, 1993) by the indicators of the dark traits included in its measurement portion. D is therefore best conceptualized as a fluid concept that captures the common basis and represents the prime source of variance of a large number of different dark traits. Correspondingly, although the indicators of any particular dark trait will—to a certain extent—also reflect D, measuring D itself requires the inclusion of a sufficiently large number of indicators of diverse dark traits in order to capture the full theoretical breadth that D represents. Whenever an operational definition of D only comprises indicators of dark traits that, taken together, do not cover its primary characteristics or are otherwise limited in their variety, the resulting measurement of D may be dominated by specific variance underlying the included traits, and, consequently, constitute a poor representation of D as a whole. To measure D with sufficient breadth, only a sufficiently large number of indicators of diverse dark traits will ensure that D emerges as the factor responsible for the commonalities across the dark traits.

The Unique Role of Dark Traits Beyond D
Whereas our studies provided strong support for the notion that the considered dark traits are specific manifestations of a common core as reflected in D, substantial differences emerged regarding the degree to which the investigated dark traits were subsumed in D. In particular, whereas Machiavellianism, Psychopathy, and Spitefulness were largely absorbed by D, Narcissism and Self-Interest exhibited a comparatively large proportion of unique variance beyond D, to name the extremes. In addition, none of the considered dark traits incrementally predicted unethical behavior in the cheating task and only Psychological Entitlement predicted selfish behavior in the Dictator Game over and beyond D. A similar pattern of results occurred in the prediction of the self-reported criteria revealing that most of the residualized dark traits do not carry dark characteristics beyond D, with the exceptions of Sadism and Psychopathy. Concerning the latter, results involving the self-reported criteria suggest that individuals high on Psychopathy are more impulsive, more aggressive, and less sensitive towards others than would be expected based on their level in D, thereby offering an initial characterization of the unique features Psychopathy may have beyond D.

At first sight, the comparatively low D saturation for Narcissism may seem counterintuitive, given that Narcissism has repeatedly been shown to correlate substantially with the remaining components of the Dark Triad (e.g., Muris et al., 2017; O’Boyle et al., 2012). One explanation for this might be that in our studies Narcissism was assessed by the respective subscale of the Short Dark Triad (Jones & Paulhus, 2014), which predominantly captures tendencies that have been termed “narcissistic admiration” by Back et al. (2013), i.e., striving for uniqueness, having grandiose fantasies, and behaving charmingly. In contrast, the narcissistic rivalry subtype—i.e., striving for supremacy, devaluing others, and behaving aggressively—is poorly represented in the respective scale of the Short Dark Triad (as is immediately evident from inspecting the item content). However, narcissistic rivalry is arguably more closely aligned with our conceptualization of D, since it directly corresponds to the characteristics of D in terms of maximizing one’s own utility at the expense of others.
aggressively striving for supremacy) accompanied by justifying beliefs (devaluation of others). Hence, the comparatively low D saturation for Narcissism found in the present studies might be a consequence of the specific operationalization employed, rather than being due to low commonalities between D and Narcissism (on a construct level) as such.

D also explained a relatively modest amount of the variance in the items measuring Self-Interest, suggesting that many features associated with the latter trait may lie outside the domain spanned by D. Self-Interest is defined as a rather mild form of individual utility maximization in terms of pursuing gains in “socially valued domains, including material goods, social status, recognition, academic or occupational achievement, and happiness” (Gerbasi & Prentice, 2013, p. 496). According to this definition, aiming for material goods and a higher status are the only aspects that immediately imply potential disutility for others (which is a defining feature of D). It is quite possible, for example, to strive for occupational achievement or happiness without inflicting negative consequences for others. Indeed, Gerbasi and Prentice (2013) even reported positive correlations between their Self-Interest construct and Other-Interest (“the motivation to act in another’s interest”, p. 495), between .20 and .35. Thus, quite contrary to D, high Self-Interest as defined by Gerbasi and Prentice (2013) and measured herein can be associated with benefits—rather than disutility—for others. This line of reasoning is further supported by our results of Study 3 testing the incremental validity of the specific dark traits (after controlling for D) for the diverse outcomes: whereas the residualized Self-Interest factor (which is independent from D) incrementally predicted values of Power over D, it showed positive (rather than negative) relations to Internalized Moral Identity, Perspective Taking, and Nurturance. Taken together, this suggests that those aspects comprised in Self-Interest that are associated with ethically, morally, or socially questionable behavior are indeed mainly due to D, but that Self-Interest additionally comprises aspects positively related to others’ interests—aspects, in turn, that cannot be reconciled with the very definition of D.
Importantly, it would be premature to abandon any of the dark traits included herein based on the result that most of them failed to predict relevant criteria in a psychologically meaningful way beyond D. Although we selected the criteria in an attempt to maximize the chance that any dark trait accounts for additional variance beyond D (by relying on criteria chosen by authors originally introducing the dark traits and having demonstrated strong associations with these traits), the criteria only represent a small subset of possible outcomes in the realm of socially aversive behavior. Nevertheless, the present findings strongly imply that any future suggestions of “new” dark traits must show in which way these differ from other dark traits and, in particular, whether they capture behaviorally relevant variance beyond D. Both the aim of theoretical integration and the motivation to counteract further construct inflation can be well-served if dark traits are not considered in isolation, but rather as specific manifestations—along with others—of a general underlying tendency.

**Conclusion**

Herein, we proposed and critically tested the theoretical idea that dark traits are specific manifestations of a common, broad, and basic disposition. This Dark Factor of Personality, D, is defined as the general tendency to maximize one's individual utility—disregarding, accepting, or malevolently provoking disutility for others—, accompanied by beliefs that serve as justifications. Thereby, we unify and extend previous notions describing certain commonalties among the Dark Triad/Tetrad traits and provide a framework for understanding dark personality in general. In light of the importance of dark personality characteristics and, more so, their behavioral consequences for single individuals and societies at large, we maintain that research will profit from such a broader and more comprehensive view and that our conceptualization of D might function as the common denominator of individual differences in the realm of ethically, morally, and socially questionable behavior.
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Figure 1. Bifactor model for nine dark traits and their common dark core (D). D captures the shared variance across all items, whereas the specific dark traits represent the remaining covariance among the items of the respective scale after controlling for D. To enhance clarity, only a subset of three indicators per dark trait are displayed and the residual variances of the items are omitted.
## Table 1

**Overview of Dark Traits Included and Corresponding Inventories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Inventory</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Sample Item</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egoism</td>
<td>“the excessive concern with one’s own pleasure or advantage at the expense of community well-being” (p. 349)</td>
<td>Egoism Scale</td>
<td>12 (0)</td>
<td>“It is hard to get ahead without cutting corners here and there.”</td>
<td>Weigel et al. (1999)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiavellianism</td>
<td>“(a) manipulativeness, (b) callous affect, and (c) a strategic-calculating orientation” (p. 29)</td>
<td>Short Dark Triad</td>
<td>10 (1)</td>
<td>“I like to use clever manipulation to get my way.”</td>
<td>Jones &amp; Paulhus (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>“a generalized cognitive orientation to the world that differentiates individuals’ thinking in a way that powerfully affects unethical behavior” (p. 6)</td>
<td>Propensity to Morally Disengage Scale</td>
<td>8 (0)</td>
<td>“Some people have to be treated roughly because they lack feelings that can be hurt.”</td>
<td>Moore et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissism</td>
<td>“ego-reinforcement is the all-consuming motive” (p. 30)</td>
<td>Short Dark Triad</td>
<td>9 (3)</td>
<td>“I know that I am special because everyone keeps telling me so.”</td>
<td>Jones &amp; Paulhus (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>“a stable and pervasive sense that one deserves more and is entitled to more than others” (p. 31)</td>
<td>Psychological Entitlement Scale</td>
<td>9 (1)</td>
<td>“I honestly feel I’m just more deserving than others.”</td>
<td>Campbell et al. (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychopathy</td>
<td>“deficits in affect (i.e., callousness) and self-control (i.e., impulsivity)” (p. 29)</td>
<td>Short Dark Triad</td>
<td>9 (2)</td>
<td>“I’ll say anything to get what I want.”</td>
<td>Jones &amp; Paulhus (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadism</td>
<td>“a person who humiliates others, shows a longstanding pattern of cruel or demeaning behavior to others, or intentionally inflicts physical, sexual, or psychological pain or suffering on others in order to assert power and dominance or for pleasure and enjoyment” (p. 523)</td>
<td>Short Sadistic Impulse Scale</td>
<td>10 (1)</td>
<td>“Hurting people would be exciting.”</td>
<td>O’Meara et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Interest</td>
<td>“the pursuit of gains in socially valued domains, including material goods, social status, recognition, academic or occupational achievement, and happiness” (p. 496)</td>
<td>Self- and Other-Interest Inventory</td>
<td>9 (0)</td>
<td>“I try to make sure others know about my successes.”</td>
<td>Gerbasi &amp; Prentice (2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitefulness</td>
<td>“a preference that would harm another but that would also entail harm to oneself. This harm could be social, financial, physical, or an inconvenience” (p. 566)</td>
<td>Spitefulness Scale</td>
<td>17 (2)</td>
<td>“It is sometimes worth a little suffering on my part to see others receive the punishment they deserve.”</td>
<td>Marcus et al. (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Number of negatively-keyed items in parenthesis.*
Table 2

_Descriptive Statistics and Correlations among the Non-Residualized Dark Traits (Study 1)_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
<th>8.</th>
<th>9.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Egoism</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Machiavellianism</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Narcissism</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Psychopathy</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sadism</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Self-Interest</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Spitefulness</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Note. N = 304. Shown are latent correlations and Cronbach’s alpha estimates of internal consistency (on the diagonal). All correlations significantly differ from zero at p < .05._
Table 3

Mean and Range of Loadings on D and Specific Factors (Studies 1-3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Study 1 (N = 304)</th>
<th>Study 2 (N = 1,094)</th>
<th>Study 3 (N = 1,261)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egoism</td>
<td>.39 (.10 -.64)</td>
<td>.27 (-.12 -.62)</td>
<td>.38 (.00 -.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiavellianism</td>
<td>.49 (.29 -.66)</td>
<td>.25 (.08 -.61)</td>
<td>.46 (.23 -.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>.36 (.23 -.48)</td>
<td>.29 (.09 -.63)</td>
<td>.38 (.20 -.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissism</td>
<td>.18 (.00 -.29)</td>
<td>.42 (.14 -.62)</td>
<td>.16 (.09 -.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>.37 (.19 -.54)</td>
<td>.48 (.34 -.66)</td>
<td>.38 (.29 -.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychopathy</td>
<td>.44 (.09 -.57)</td>
<td>.20 (-.14 -.42)</td>
<td>.47 (.14 -.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadism</td>
<td>.46 (.34 -.57)</td>
<td>.45 (.28 -.62)</td>
<td>.51 (.45 -.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Interest</td>
<td>.22 (.10 -.39)</td>
<td>.50 (.25 -.68)</td>
<td>.16 (-.06 -.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitefulness</td>
<td>.42 (-.07 -.61)</td>
<td>.35 (-.13 -.51)</td>
<td>.45 (-.10 -.61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Mean and Range of loadings (min - max) of the items of the respective scale on the general factor (D) and the respective specific factor (S).
### Table 4

Common Variance explained by D (Studies 1-3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Study 1 (N = 304)</th>
<th>Study 2 (N = 1,094)</th>
<th>Study 3 (N = 1,261)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECV</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>ECV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egoism</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiavellianism</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissism</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychopathy</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadism</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Interest</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitefulness</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. ECV denotes the percentage of common variance explained by D. R² gives the proportion of variance explained by the full model (D and specific factors) in the items of each respective scale.*
DARK CORE OF PERSONALITY

Table 5

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations among the Non-Residualized Dark Traits (Study 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
<th>8.</th>
<th>9.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Egoism</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>(.80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Machiavellism</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>.80 (.80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>.71 (.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Narcissism</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>.14 .22 .31 (.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>.45 .55 .56 .58 (.85)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Psychopathy</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>.70 .77 .73 .38 .52 (.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sadism</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>.60 .63 .58 .21 .40 .78 (.88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Self-Interest</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>.10 .32 .24 .57 .50 .21 .10 (.79)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Spitefulness</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>.64 .70 .72 .24 .51 .84 .69 .17 (.86)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Dictator Game Selfishness</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>.24 .34 .34 .19 .32 .32 .27 .17 .30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dictator Game Selfishness = proportion of money kept in the dictator game. Shown are latent correlations and Cronbach’s alpha estimates of internal consistency (on the diagonal). All correlations significantly differ from zero at \( p < .05 \).
Table 6

*Latent Regression Results for Predicting the Amount of Money Kept in the Dictator Game (Studies 2 and 3) and Cheating Behavior (Study 3)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Dictator Game Selfishness</th>
<th>Cheating Task (Study 3, N = 883)</th>
<th>β (SE)</th>
<th>b (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypothetical (Study 2, N = 1,094)</td>
<td>Incentivized (Study 3, N = 883)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>.38 (0.04) **</td>
<td>.17 (0.04) **</td>
<td>0.19 (0.05) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Egoism}$</td>
<td>-.07 (0.04)</td>
<td>-.04 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Machiavellianism}$</td>
<td>.00 (0.05)</td>
<td>.04 (0.05)</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{MoralDisengagement}$</td>
<td>.02 (0.05)</td>
<td>-.09 (0.05) *</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Narcissism}$</td>
<td>.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>-.10 (0.05) **</td>
<td>0.02 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{PsychologicalEntitlement}$</td>
<td>.09 (0.04) *</td>
<td>.09 (0.04) *</td>
<td>0.01 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Psychopathy}$</td>
<td>-.06 (0.05)</td>
<td>.01 (0.05)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Sadism}$</td>
<td>.00 (0.04)</td>
<td>-.04 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Self-Interest}$</td>
<td>.01 (0.04)</td>
<td>.04 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Spitefulness}$</td>
<td>-.03 (0.05)</td>
<td>.05 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.16 **</td>
<td>.07 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Latent standardized linear regression coefficients (β) with standard errors in parenthesis for the prediction of the amount of money kept (i.e., selfishness) in the dictator game by D and specific factors ($S_{Trait}$). Latent standardized probit regression coefficients (b) with standard errors in parenthesis for the prediction of cheating. All predictor variables are mutually uncorrelated.*

* $p < .05.$

** $p < .01.$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Selected with Regard to which Dark Trait</th>
<th>Reported r(s) with Dark Trait (in original article)</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Sample Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Centeredness</td>
<td>Egoism</td>
<td>.35, .46, .47 (Weigel et al., 1999)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Self-Centeredness Scale</td>
<td>4 (0)</td>
<td>“I try to look out for myself first, even if it means making things difficult for other people.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurturance</td>
<td>Machiavellianism (Psychopathy)</td>
<td>-.43 (-.49) (Jones &amp; Paulhus, 2014)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>International Personality Item Pool—Interpersonal Circumplex: Nurturance Scale</td>
<td>32 (0)</td>
<td>“[I] inquire about others' well-being.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalized Moral Identity</td>
<td>Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>-.42, -.55 (Moore et al., 2012)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Moral Identity: Internalization Scale</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>“Being someone who has these characteristics [caring, compassionate, fair, friendly, generous, helpful, hardworking, honest, kind] is an important part of who I am.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>Narcissism</td>
<td>.65 (Jones &amp; Paulhus, 2014)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>International Personality Item Pool—Interpersonal Circumplex: Dominance Scale</td>
<td>32 (0)</td>
<td>“[I] demand to be the center of interest.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective Taking</td>
<td>Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>-.43 (Campbell et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Interpersonal Reactivity Index: Perspective Taking Scale</td>
<td>7 (2)</td>
<td>“If I'm sure I'm right about something, I don't waste much time listening to other people's arguments.” (reversed coded)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsivity</td>
<td>Psychopathy</td>
<td>(.32 ≤ r ≤ .52, Jones &amp; Paulhus, 2011)³</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Dysfunctional Impulsivity Scala</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
<td>“I often say and do things without considering the consequences.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insensitivity</td>
<td>Sadism</td>
<td>-.41 (O’Meara et al., 2011)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Empathy Quotient: Insensitivity</td>
<td>16 (0)</td>
<td>“Seeing people cry doesn't really upset me.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Self-Interest</td>
<td>.65 (Gerbasi &amp; Prentice, 2013)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Schwartz Value Survey: Power</td>
<td>4 (0)</td>
<td>“Please, rate the importance of the following values as a life-guiding principle for you: Social Power (control over others, dominance)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td>Spitefulness</td>
<td>.52, .58 (Marcus et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Forms and Functions of Aggression Scale</td>
<td>36 (0)</td>
<td>“To get what I want, I often put others down.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Number of negatively-keyed items in parenthesis.

³ Impulsivity was not assessed in the original article. Please see the text for further explanations.
Table 8

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations among Non-Residualized Dark Traits and Criteria (Study 3)

| Variable                  | M   | SD  | 1.  | 2.  | 3.  | 4.  | 5.  | 6.  | 7.  | 8.  | 9.  |
|---------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1. Egoism                 | 2.66| 0.58| (.83)|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 2. Machiavellianism       | 2.89| 0.59| .74 | (.81)|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 3. Moral Disengagement    | 2.04| 0.58| .72 | .63 | (.78)|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 4. Narcissism             | 2.74| 0.54| .22 | .32 | .25 | (.73)|     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 5. Psychological Entitlement | 2.66| 0.63| .50 | .58 | .47 | .61 | (.86)|     |     |     |     |     |
| 6. Psychopathy            | 1.89| 0.55| .63 | .72 | .68 | .38 | .49 | (.76)|     |     |     |     |
| 7. Sadism                 | 1.49| 0.48| .45 | .43 | .49 | .26 | .33 | .72 | (.81)|     |     |     |
| 8. Self-Interest          | 3.36| 0.59| .27 | .45 | .26 | .66 | .54 | .31 | .17 | (.85)|     |     |
| 9. Spitefulness           | 1.82| 0.49| .60 | .59 | .74 | .26 | .44 | .74 | .59 | .21 | (.86)|     |
| Dictator Game Selfishness | 72.6%| 26.4| .11 | .17 | .09 | .04 | .17 | .14 | .08 | .11 | .15 |     |
| Cheating Task             | 37.4%| 48.4| .17 | .13 | .13 | .12 | .13 | .17 | .10 | .16 | .15 |     |
| Self-Centeredness         | 2.18| 0.57| .50 | .53 | .55 | .30 | .43 | .62 | .48 | .30 | .49 |     |
| Nurturance                | 0.36| 0.86| -.43| -.43| .11 | -.23| -.56| -.49| -.01| -.45|     |     |
| Internalized Moral Identity | 3.82| 0.54| -.23| -.17| -.24| -.02| -.12| -.35| -.28| .10 | -.25|     |
| Dominance                 | -1.07| 0.71| .12 | .23 | .22 | .66 | .29 | .35 | .27 | .34 | .24 |     |
| Perspective Taking        | 3.33| 0.45| -.22| -.26| -.29| .04 | -.15| -.35| -.25| .04 | -.33|     |
| Impulsivity               | 2.37| 0.46| .38 | .24 | .38 | .08 | .12 | .48 | .30 | .11 | .40 |     |
| Sensitivity               | 2.62| 0.44| .49 | .45 | .47 | .23 | .34 | .60 | .47 | .21 | .46 |     |
| Power                     | 2.85| 0.96| .28 | .47 | .28 | .50 | .48 | .36 | .23 | .60 | .29 |     |
| Aggression                | 1.63| 0.53| .42 | .40 | .50 | .20 | .25 | .64 | .57 | .15 | .52 |     |

Note. Dictator Game Selfishness = proportion of money kept in the dictator game. Shown are latent correlations and Cronbach’s alpha estimates of internal consistency (on the diagonal). Correlations between a non-residualized dark trait and its relevant target criterion (see Table 7 and the text) are printed in bold. For the correlations between the dark traits, N = 1,261. For the correlations between the dark traits and the criteria, N = 882. Correlation estimates |r| ≥ .06 (N = 1,261) and ≥ .07 (N = 882), respectively, differ significantly from zero at p < .05.

Polychoic correlation estimates for the cheating task.
Table 9

Latent Regression Results for Predicting Self-Report Criteria by D and the Specific Factors (Study 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Self-Centeredness</th>
<th>Nurturance</th>
<th>Internalized Moral Identity</th>
<th>Dominance</th>
<th>Perspective Taking</th>
<th>Impulsivity</th>
<th>Insensitivity</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Aggression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.64 (0.03) **</td>
<td>-0.54 (0.03) **</td>
<td>-0.30 (0.04) **</td>
<td>0.26 (0.03) **</td>
<td>-0.34 (0.04) **</td>
<td>0.42 (0.04) **</td>
<td>0.57 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.47 (0.04) **</td>
<td>0.62 (0.03) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Egoism</td>
<td><strong>0.00 (0.04)</strong></td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.09 (0.04) *</td>
<td>0.13 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.11 (0.03) **</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.03) *</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Machiavellianism</td>
<td>0.02 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.10 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.00 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.20 (0.04) **</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.03) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_MoralDisengagement</td>
<td>0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03) **</td>
<td><strong>0.01 (0.04)</strong></td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.04) *</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Narcissism</td>
<td>0.02 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.02) **</td>
<td>0.00 (0.03)</td>
<td><strong>0.66 (0.02)</strong></td>
<td>0.14 (0.04) **</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.03) *</td>
<td>0.02 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.03) **</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_PsychologicalEntitlement</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.02) **</td>
<td><strong>-0.03 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>-0.13 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.00 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.02) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Psychopathy</td>
<td>0.09 (0.04) *</td>
<td><strong>-0.06 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>-0.11 (0.04) *</td>
<td>0.06 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.04)</td>
<td><strong>0.16 (0.04)</strong></td>
<td>0.17 (0.04) **</td>
<td>0.00 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.03) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Sadism</td>
<td>0.07 (0.03) *</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.03) **</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.03)</td>
<td><strong>0.09 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>-0.01 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.04) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Self-Interest</td>
<td>0.03 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.02) **</td>
<td>0.21 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.03) **</td>
<td>0.07 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td><strong>0.38 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>0.00 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Spitefulness</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td><strong>0.03 (0.03)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2$ | 0.43 ** | 0.55 ** | 0.16 ** | 0.52 ** | 0.17 ** | 0.30 ** | 0.38 ** | 0.41 ** | 0.45 ** |

Note. $N = 882$. Latent standardized linear regression coefficients and standard errors in parenthesis. All predictor variables are mutually uncorrelated. Regression coefficients for a specific dark trait ($S_{\text{Trait}}$) in the prediction of its relevant target criterion (see text for details) are printed in bold.

* $p < .05$.

** $p < .01$. 
### Table 10

**Correlations between D, Specific Factors, and Basic Personality Traits (Study 3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NEO-FFI</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.69</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>-.80</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Egoism}$</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Machiavellianism}$</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{MoralDisengagement}$</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Narcissism}$</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.45</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{PsychologicalEntitlement}$</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Psychopathy}$</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Sadism}$</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Self-Interest}$</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Spitefulness}$</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HEXACO-60</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
<td>-.32</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Egoism}$</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Machiavellianism}$</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{MoralDisengagement}$</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Narcissism}$</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{PsychologicalEntitlement}$</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Psychopathy}$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Sadism}$</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Self-Interest}$</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Spitefulness}$</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 1,261. Latent correlation estimates. $R^2$ gives the proportion of variance explained by regressing D or a specific factor ($S_{Trait}$) on all traits of a given inventory (NEO-FFI or HEXACO-60). Correlations printed in bold significantly differ from zero at $p < .05$. OP = Openness to experience, CO = Conscientiousness, EX = Extraversion, AG = Agreeableness, NE = Neuroticism, HH = Honesty-Humility, EM = Emotionality.*
Table 11

Correlations of Various Criteria to D and Honesty-Humility and Incremental Variance Explained by D over Honesty-Humility (Study 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>$r_{HH}$</th>
<th>$r_D$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Centeredness</td>
<td>-.56 (.03)</td>
<td>.64 (.03)</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.11**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurturance</td>
<td>.45 (.03)</td>
<td>-.58 (.02)</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.13**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalized Moral Identity</td>
<td>.20 (.04)</td>
<td>-.30 (.04)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>-.40 (.03)</td>
<td>.34 (.03)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective Taking</td>
<td>.31 (.04)</td>
<td>-.35 (.04)</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsivity</td>
<td>-.38 (.03)</td>
<td>.43 (.04)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insensitivity</td>
<td>-.40 (.03)</td>
<td>.57 (.03)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.18**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>-.53 (.03)</td>
<td>.47 (.04)</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td>-.51 (.03)</td>
<td>.62 (.03)</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.13**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictator Game Selfishness</td>
<td>-.22 (.03)</td>
<td>.17 (.03)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheating Task*</td>
<td>-.26 (.05)</td>
<td>.19 (.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Latent correlation estimates and standard errors in parenthesis. $r_{HH}$ and $r_D$ denote the bivariate correlations between the Honesty-Humility factor (HH) and D to the criterion variables, respectively. All bivariate correlations differ significantly from zero at $p < .01$. $R^2$ denotes the variance explained when predicting the criterion by HH. $\Delta R^2$ represents the increase in $R^2$ when adding D as a predictor.

** $p < .01$.

* Polychoric correlation estimates for the cheating task. The log-likelihood ratio test comparing the model with HH and D as predictors vs. a model that constrained the path between cheating and D to zero was $\Delta \chi^2(1) = 0.35$, $p = .55$. 

Table 12

*Correlations between Complete and Reduced D Factor Scores Omitting one Dark Trait*

*(Study 4)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduced D</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
<th>8.</th>
<th>9.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. D(¬Egoism)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. D(¬Psychological Entitlement)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. D(¬Machiavellianism)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. D(¬Psychopathy)</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. D(¬Sadism)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. D(¬Spitefulness)</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Reduced D factor scores were determined by omitting the items of the trait or traits stated in the parenthesis (¬Trait(s)). The mean correlation of the reduced Ds to the complete version of D was $r = .99$. The mean correlation among the reduced Ds was $r = .98$. 
Table 13

*Correlations between Non-Residualized Dark Traits, Target Criteria, and Reduced Ds*

*Omitting the Respective Dark Trait (Study 4)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dark Trait</th>
<th>Target Criterion</th>
<th>( r_{D(\neg\text{trait})} )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{trait}} )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>( \Delta R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egoism</td>
<td>Self-Centeredness</td>
<td>.63 (.03)</td>
<td>.50 (.03)</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiavellianism</td>
<td>Nurturance</td>
<td>-.53 (.03)</td>
<td>-.41 (.03)</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral Disengagement</td>
<td>Internalized Moral Identity</td>
<td>-.30 (.04)</td>
<td>-.24 (.04)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissism</td>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>.24 (.03)</td>
<td>.66 (.03)</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.41**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Entitlement</td>
<td>Perspective Taking</td>
<td>-.35 (.04)</td>
<td>-.15 (.04)</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychopathy</td>
<td>Impulsivity</td>
<td>.39 (.04)</td>
<td>.48 (.03)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.06**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadism</td>
<td>Insensitivity</td>
<td>.55 (.03)</td>
<td>.47 (.03)</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Interest</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>.43 (.04)</td>
<td>.60 (.03)</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.21**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitefulness</td>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td>.59 (.03)</td>
<td>.52 (.03)</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Latent correlation estimates and standard errors in parenthesis. \( r_{D(\neg\text{trait})} \) refers to the bivariate correlation of the target criterion to the reduced D as obtained by omitting the respective dark trait from the measurement model of D. \( r_{\text{trait}} \) gives the correlation between a non-residualized dark trait and its target criterion. All bivariate correlations differ significantly from zero at \( p < .01 \). \( R^2 \) denotes the proportion of variance explained when predicting the criterion by the reduced D factor (all significantly different from zero). \( \Delta R^2 \) represents the increase in \( R^2 \) when adding the respective non-residualized dark trait as a predictor.

* \( p < .05 \).

** \( p < .01 \).
Table 14

*Distribution of Correlations between Full and Reduced D Factor Scores Omitting 50% or 75% of Items (1,000 Random Samples each, Study 4)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Omitted Items</th>
<th>5th perc.</th>
<th>25th perc.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>75th perc.</th>
<th>95th perc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Reduced Ds</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>Reduced Ds</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* perc. = percentile. The rows labelled “reduced Ds” show the distribution of the correlations among the reduced D factor scores as obtained from measuring D by a randomly chosen subset of items. The rows labelled D show the distributions of correlations between the reduced D factor scores and the full D factor score.